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       Background & Justification of the Conference 
 

European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) has relentlessly continued campaigning at the European level 

demanding international recognition of the 1971 Genocide and an unconditional apology from Pakistan 
for the crime it committed in 1971 in Bangladesh. EBF has also been campaigning to bring the perpetrators 
to justice. It may be mentioned that the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by Pakistan is one of the worst 

mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. In nine months, the Pakistani occupation army killed 

approximately three million people, violated over two hundred thousand women, and forced ten million people to 

cross the border and take shelter in India. Unfortunately, the Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten 

chapter in the history. Pakistan has not yet acknowledged the crime or offered a formal apology to Bangladesh despite 

the world-wide demand by the people of Bangladesh and other nationals, including Baloch, Kashmiris who suffered 

similar atrocities by Pakistan. Due to lack of international recognition, the history of that horror, the 1971 Bangladesh 

genocide, has faded in today's world. We feel that the 1971 GENOCIDE should be recognised to give justice to the 

victims of the atrocities meted out by Pakistan and its political leadership. It is high time for the United Nations and 

the world to recognize Bangladesh genocide to stop any future genocide in the world and to put an end to the culture 

of impunity. 
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SPEAKERS PROFILE 
                                                            

Justice Syed Asif Shahkar: is the  recipient of ‘Friend of Bangladesh ‘award, is a former High Court Justice in 

Sweden. Justice Syed Asif was an ardent supporter of Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971 and 

a vehement critic of Pakistan government and military rulers for the atrocities committed by 

them in Bangladesh. As a result he was arrested, tortured and sent to solitary confinement in 

Pakistan jail for six months. Later, he went on exile in Sweden in 1977 and ever since has been 

living over there. Justice Syed Asif Shahkar during his student life took active part in the 

struggle against Field Marshal Ayub Khan and later General Yahya Khan. After surrender of 

Pakistani soldiers in Dhaka in 1971 Butto came to power and he was released from jail. But 

later he was again threatened and harassed in Pakistan for what he termed by the ‘fascist 

government’ of Bhutto, because of his role in 1971 for Bangladesh. He was the first Pakistani 

to go to Dhaka to receive the award in 2012. He was the General Secretary of the Students 

front of National Awami Party (Muzaffar) of Panjab Students Union, a nationalist organisation 

in Pakistan. Justice Syed Asif did M.A. in Philosophy and joined Pakistan Television as Producer. He wrote 14 books, 

he is the most read Panjabi columnist and writes in Bangladeshi newspapers including ‘Prothom Ali’. Bangladesh is 

in his heart and he wants to be buried in Bangladesh.  

 

Professor Ms Dr. Tazeen Murshid, D.Phil. Oxon: is a historian and is the author of several books including 

The Sacred and the Secular: Bengal Muslim Discourses, 1871-1977, (Oxford University Press, 

1995). As a professor in International Politics at the Université Libre de Bruxelles she taught 

in the field of human rights and comparative politics. She has also taught graduate and 

undergraduate students of history, politics and gender studies at the University of Oxford, 

University of North London, the School of Oriental and African Studies in London, as well as 

at East West and BRAC Universities in Dhaka. She researches on intellectual history, women 

and law, governance, and human rights. She has a distinguished record in academia, and has 

been awarded various Fellowships during her career. Most notably, in 1999-2000, she was 

elected a Fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg, Institute for Advanced Study in Berlin to 

undertake socio-legal historical research on Women and Law. She runs the Centre for Development Research 

Cooperation, a research and advisory think tank on politics, governance, and culture, focusing on contemporary socio-

economic and, political development, issues of education, race, gender and social disadvantage in addition to conflict 

resolution, as its Director. Prof Tazeen Murshid is a 1971 genocide survivor along with other members of her family. 

As a refugee she has worked as a volunteer in various capacities in refugee camps, for the radio and in collecting and 

compiling news on the war. She has been recognized by the Government of Bangladesh as a Voice Soldier. 

 

 

Ms. Sanchita Haque, a career diplomat of Bangladesh, is currently serving at the Permanent Mission of  

Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva as CDA, and Deputy Permanent Representative of 

Bangladesh mission in Switzerland. She has deep knowledge and experience in 

multilateral diplomacy particularly on development issues such as SDGs, climate 

change, financing for development, graduation, LDC matters, migration and so on. 

She represented her country in the negotiations on many global documents including 

2030 Agenda and SDGs, Paris Agreement, Addis Ababa Action Agenda, Sendai 

Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. Earlier Haque served in the Permanent 

Mission of Bangladesh in New York and Bangladesh High Commission in New Delhi. 

At the Headquarters, she worked in different capacities including as Director, 

Multilateral Economic Affairs and Director, Foreign Minister’s Office. Haque 

obtained a Master’s degree in International Affairs from the Australian National University, Canberra, 

Australia and a Master’s degree in English Literature from the University of Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
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Mr Chris Blackburn: is the Communications Director of Swiss Interstrategy Group (SwissISG). He started his 

career in the Middle East and moved his focus to South Asia in 2003. In 2005, He helped setup 

the US National Intelligence Conference and Exposition (INTELCON) and The Intelligence 

Summits, both major conferences which were part of the United States 9/11 Commission's 

public outreach programs. His investigations into Al-Qaeda's political and charity networks 

have proved invaluable to the reduction in the groups impact around the world. He has been a 

strong supporter of democracy and human rights in Bangladesh. In 2010, he was a recipient of 

a 'Friend of Bangladesh' award by the Bangladesh government for his work in counter-terrorism 

and supporting the need for war crimes tribunals. In 2022, Chris was officially acknowledged 

by the Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, for his work in international relations and security.  He's worked 

closely with Channel 4, BBC Panorama, Voice of America, The Epoch Times, The Global Order, and other media 

outlets. He is the Head of European Outreach at Global Friends of Afghanistan (GFA), a  US non-profit which helps 

Afghans across the world.  

 

Mr Daniel Seidl: is the Author of 'Celebrating 50 Years of Bangladesh', Munich, Germany. He could be described 

as an inventor and innovator with 25 years’ experience in Bangladesh. Having served many 

years as the Executive Director of the Bangladesh German Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

in Dhaka, he went on as the Country Director of the Foreign Trade Association in Bangladesh. 

Together with McKinsey & Company Daniel published one of the the most important studies 

on the RMG industry of Bangladesh. Among others he worked on projects with the ILO and 

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. He is an independent writer and former anchor for CNN 

Germany´s business news, and was awarded the distinction ‘Brand Ambassador of Bangladesh' 

by the Bangladesh Ministry of Commerce. Mr Daniel is also the Executive Director of German 

Bangladesh Business Forum, Munich, Germany. 

 

Mr. Munir Mengal: is the President of Baloch Voice Association NGO based at Paris, France. A Political 

analyst and a researcher, also engaged in lobbying for the Baloch people Rights. An 

active human rights activist Munir Mengal working on issue of Baloch missing 

persons, tortures, killings, summary executions, and human rights abuses by the 

Pakistani State Forces in Balochistan. 

 

 

 

Mr. Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri: is the exiled Chairman of United Kashmir Peoples National Party 

(UKPNP), now living in Switzerland since April 1999. Since 2002, he is Secretary General of 

International Kashmir Alliance (IKA), which is comprised of secular political parties 

struggling for the independence of Kashmir, Gilgit & Baltistan. He did B.Sc. in 1980 and then 

Bachelor of Laws in 1982 and Master of Islamiat in 1985 from Karachi University, Pakistan. 

During student career at Karachi, he struggled for the educational and democratic rights of the 

students and organised many demonstrations and strikes in order to put administration’s 

attention on the matters. He was several times in jail in Pakistan and Pakistani occupied 

Kashmir. Amnesty International declared him a prisoner of conscience when he was abducted by ISI in 1994 and 

1998. 
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Mr Bikash Chowdhury Barua is the Chairman of BASUG- Diaspora and Development, (www.basug.eu), a 

diaspora organisation registered in the Netherlands, Germany and Bangladesh. He is also the 

President of European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) Netherlands. He did B.A. with Honours and 

M.A.in English literature and language from the University of Chittagong. He started his career 

as a journalist and worked with The Bangladesh Times, Press Institute of Bangladesh in Dhaka, 

Inter Press Service (IPS) in Amsterdam and later worked with Novib (now Oxfam-Novib) and 

Swiss organisation HEKS for some time in early 90s as Consultant on Bangladesh. He worked 

with the Royal Mail Netherlands as head of the Office of Exchange department for 18 

consecutive years. Mr. Chowdhury has extensive expertise on migration and development 

issues and is a member of the International Steering Committee of Global Forum on Migration 

and Development (GFMD) Civil Society. He is also one of the founding Directors of the Global Academy on 

Migration and Development (GAMD https://www.globalacademymnd.org/) and authored four books and writes a 

regular weekly column in a daily newspaper in Bangladesh. 

 

Mr Ansar Ahmed Ullah: is the co-President of European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) and a community leader 

who has lived and worked in the UK since late 1970s. He has worked as a youth, social and 

community worker and has been an active anti-racist campaigner. Ansar has worked in local 

government, social services and in regeneration department in London in conjunction with 

various communities, engaging in consultation processes, gaining experience within deprived 

areas. Country coordinator of BASUG UK, Ansar Ahmed Ullah has organised a number of 

workshops and seminars for BASUG on Migration and Development, Remittances, Women 

empowerment and Democracy in Bangladesh, Germany and Nepal. He also maintains 

BASUG and EBF’s contacts with the British mainstream politicians and British Euro 

parliamentarians. 

 

Khalilur Rahman Mamun: is the President of the International Human Rights Commission Bangladesh, 

Switzerland. A journalist & human rights defender, Khalilur Rahman is also the President of 

the International forum for Secular Bangladesh, Geneva, Switzerland and Country 

Coordinator of the international Diaspora organization BASUG, European Coordinator of 

Isabela Foundation. He is also a successful entrepreneur and runs business in Geneva. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.basug.eu/
https://www.globalacademymnd.org/
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THE REPORT 

                                                                                 
Geneva, 3 October 2022 : Speakers at the Side event at the United Nations in Geneva on 2 October 2022 

reiterated the demand for the international recognition of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by 

Pakistan and urged the global community including the United Nations to recognise the 1971 genocide 

without any delay.   

They said, the time is right for recognition of Bangladesh Genocide adding, it is of great importance and an 

absolute necessity to honour the victims of 1971 genocide and their descendants through recognition. 

Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history.  

Organized by the Europe-based diaspora organisaion BASUG, in collaboration with European Bangladesh 

Forum (EBF) and Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh the conference was held at a time when 

the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council was going on at UN in Geneva. A 2 minutes documentary 

film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was screened in the program.  

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was addressed by the Deputy 

Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque, former High Court Justice 

in Sweden Justice Syed Asif Shakar, Director of Development Research Cooperation, Brussels Professor 

Tazeen Murshad, Brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl, Communications Director of Swiss 

Interstrategy Group, Zurich Chris Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United Kashmir People’s National Party 

Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, President of Baloch Voice Association, France Munir Mengal, EBF UK 

President Ansar Ahmed Ullah, Organising Secretary of All European Muktijoddah Sangsad Miah Abul 

Kalam and President of International HR Commission BD, Switzerland Rahman Khalilur Mamun. 

Participants in the side event were members of the Bangladesh community in different European countries, 

European academics, researchers and human rights activists from other civil society organisations in 

Europe. 

The event was live telecast by London-based British Bangla News channel and watched in different cities 

across the world including Dhaka and New York. 
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Addressing the event Justice Syed Ali Shakar said, for the international recognition of the 1971 genocide 

and to ensure justice to the victims and their family members, we must form an international commission 

including representatives also from Pakistan. Justice Syed Ali Shakar who is originally a Pakistani and now 

exiled in Sweden is an ardent supporter of Bangladesh and was vehement critic of Pakistan government 

and the military rule for their roles in Bangladesh in 1971 for which he was sent to jail for six months. 

In her speech Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque said, 

under the leadership of our Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the people of 

Bangladesh fought against discrimination, injustice, and oppression before their liberation in December 

1971. During the culmination of our struggle, the horrendous ‘Operation Search Light’ was carried out by 

the Pakistani military on 25th March 1971 targeting unarmed civilians. In the following nine months, the 

Pakistan Army unleashed brutalities including mass murder, rape, looting, and torture upon the civilians, 

including children and women in a deliberate manner to eliminate the Bengalis from the-then East Pakistan, 

which is proudly Bangladesh now.  

She added, in Bangladesh, 

International Crimes Tribunal 

(ICT) was set up to try the 

collaborators of the Pakistan Army 

who played a crucial role in 

facilitating the genocide. And the 

ICT is still continuing. The 

Bangladesh Government has 

declared 25th March as Genocide 

Day. Bangladesh condemns 

genocides committed anywhere, 

everywhere. We will continue to 

raise our voice against genocide 

and demand justice and 

accountability for the victims of genocides. We will also continue working for the recognition of 1971 

genocide, she concluded. 

Prof Dr. Tazeen Murshid said, the demand for international recognition should never stop. The West 

Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the intellectual and professional 

middle classes, who were the backbone of society, and students, who are the future torch bearers of their 

heritage. It sought to annihilate the Hindu population, and work with loyalists willing to do its bidding. 

They thus unleashed their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population at large, while recruiting allies from 

extremist religious groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists.  

She added, if an international tribunal is not possible, there could be a public trial in a People’s Court, even 

if no verdict can be carried out. The aim would be to document both individual and collective crimes, to 

debate them and pass sentences in order to provide a moral victory and closure. Or it could take the form 

of a Truth Commission. The evidence so gathered should be disseminated widely and at every opportunity. 

The Friend of Bangladesh awardee Chris Blackburn said, Bangladesh wants international recognition for 

the crimes against humanity.  It’s probably the most promising time to achieve that goal. The United 

Nations like, the United States must also recognise the conflict as genocide, not just acknowledge the 

bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to the Nixon administration. Blood said it was a genocide. The 
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UN should too. He appealed to the international community, history of 1971 is also our future. Please do 

the right and just thing. Recognise the genocide of 1971.  

Notably, BASUG and European Bangladesh Forum along with their partners have been continuing 

advocacy and campaign for nearly a decade for the international recognition of the 1971 genocide through 

media talks, side events, seminars, conferences in Brussels, the Hague, London, Geneva and other European 

cities. 

     SIDE EVENT DISCUSSION 

Bikash Chowdhury Barua, President, EBF Netherlands: Good afternoon everybody! I, on behalf of 

BASUG and the European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) welcome you all, to this very important Side Event at 

the United Nations in Geneva, today, at a time when the 51st Human Rights Council 

Session is going on.  

Dear Participants, Today’s topic is ‘Bangladesh seeks justice: Recognition of 1971 

Genocide’. Genocide- It is an issue, which still remains, unresolved, unattended, 

unnoticed and sadly, ignored by the international community. That is the reason, we, 

the Bangladeshi diaspora in Europe, are here today, to draw the attention of the 

international community, to one of the worst atrocities, the world witnessed, in the 

20th century.  

In 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh, the Pakistan occupation army killed, 3 million people, violated over 

200.000 girls and women, and forced 10 million people, to cross the border and take shelter in India.  

The 1971 Genocide, is well documented and reported in the international media and also in the diplomatic 

correspondences, during that period. Unfortunately, 50 years after this, world has totally remained silent to 

this issue 

Every genocide, every crime against humanity, deserves, to be recognized. It helps the victims, and the 

generations, that follow. Simply, we need to start talking about it: at schools, at work, with your friends and 

with your families. It is shocking, when people hear it, for the first time, but it is important, to break the 

silence and raise awareness. As an individual, but also collectively. As a community. 

We need to strengthen our efforts, to open the eyes of the global community. This effort, would be an 

important tool, to seek justice and redress. Worldwide recognition, should be our goal. ‘A genocide not 

recognized, is a genocide denied.’ This makes it, a global issue for our time.  

One nation, must be the first to recognise, the genocide of 1971. Those that follow, that brave nation, should 

find it pretty easy. The evidence is clear. It has been for decades.  We want to encourage that first nation, 

other than Bangladesh, to recognise the horrors, that took place in 1971. By raising our voice, by standing 

by the victims, and by recognizing, what happened in 1971, we are one step closer, to global peace. Let’s 

break the silence! 

Chris Blackburn: Communications Director of Swiss Interstrategy Group (SwissISG): I would like to 

thank the European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) for inviting me to speak today with such 

distinguished guests and friends. Friends who have made justice and accountability for 

1971 a central part of their lives. I thank you all.  

I’m the Communications Director of the Swiss Interstrategy Group, we are based in 

Zurich. Switzerland is like my second home. Geneva is a magnificent place for the world 

to come together to work through our problems to build a better future. It’s an 
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international city. Hopefully it will be the city that helps the rest of the world to come to terms with the past 

in Bangladesh.  

I’m a great supporter of the United Nation’s family. The work the UN transforms people’s lives on a daily 

basis. It’s been there to support humanity since its inception in 1945. The UN was formed while the globe 

was still fresh with cries of, ‘never again’. The UN was created in the shadow of the Holocaust. It was setup 

to prevent exactly what happened in Bangladesh during the Liberation War of 1971.   

Today, I want to highlight the many brave men and women of South Asia, who help to provide security and 

shelter to people in danger around the world. The armed forces and police of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh 

put aside their differences to wear the blue helmets of the United Nations to help humanity together. As 

someone who studies South Asia, it fills me with immense pride.  

Bangladesh has many supporters around the world like the Former Secretary-General of the United Nations, 

Ban Ki-Moon, who fell in love with the spirit of the Bangladeshi nation and people. But Bangladesh’s 

foreign friends often shy away from the Genocide issue. It’s a shame.  

Bangladesh has often been referred to as, “the little engine that could”. A far cry from the horrible moniker 

that Henry Kissinger gave it in the 1970s- he called it ‘a basket case’. However, there are other countries 

in South Asia that are probably more fitting of the term today.  

In June this year, US Secretary of State, Anthony Blinken honored the memory of Archer K. Blood, a US 

diplomat who stood up to Nixon and Kissinger in 1971 for not condemning the genocide in East Pakistan, 

now Bangladesh. Blinken is a shrewd person. The creation of a conference hall in Blood’s name at the heart 

of the US State Department is a sign that the US wants to get back to being an unimpeachable force for 

human liberty and the rule of law1. 

Let’s face it foreign policy realism during the Cold War and the US led War on Terrorism led to many 

international ideals and standards going out of the window for short term gains. It’s something the US is 

trying to repair. Rightly so. It’s also put the UN’s moral compass under scrutiny too.  

 

 
1 https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/06/24/henry-kissinger-archer-blood-state-department-
00041932 

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/06/24/henry-kissinger-archer-blood-state-department-00041932
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/06/24/henry-kissinger-archer-blood-state-department-00041932
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It has been a long road to justice for the victims of 1971. We should all be proud of Bangladesh and how 

far it has come. But there is still work to do. The United Nations knows there were mass rapes and a 

genocide in Bangladesh. They know because they sent emergency abortion teams to Bangladesh to deal 

with the aftermath.  

We want the United Nations to come clean about their assessments on what took place in 1971. We want 

them to publish their documents and make them accessible to the world public. If we want the UN to 

recognise the genocide, we should advise them that they should start right there. Look at the UN archives. 

Show the public the UN meetings and notes. How much did the abortion teams cost? Which countries 

helped to pay for them? We want to know.  

Today, I want to focus on 4 issues which we must look at while moving forward. The first, Attacks on 

Women, second Genocide Denial, third Attacks on Hindus and fourth Deliberate Attacks on Civilians. 

It’s important to be able to use highly focussed themes to help us raise awareness for victims. These features 

are very important to how Bangladesh processes the war crimes issues. 

There have been difficult moments. But we should all be proud of the work we have done. I remember long 

ago when a US think tank said nobody in Bangladesh wants war crimes tribunals apart from a handful of 

old communists with axes to grind against Jamaat-e-Islami. They were wrong. Bangladesh was right to 

delve back into its bloody past. Justice delayed is justice denied.  

Social history is important, as is justice. Historians and activists need to be able to keep history alive for 

future prosperity. Bangladesh has suffered mainly due to a lack of resources to keep the Spirit of Liberation 

alive. That’s hopefully changed as Bangladesh are putting its neighbours to shame.  

Why is it important to recognise the genocide? 

In 2013, when the Shahbagh movement grew across the world, we knew that a new generation of 

Bangladeshis wanted justice and accountability. It was not just a handful of leftists and communists settling 

old scores. Hundreds of thousands of men, women and children took to the streets asking for justice for 

their relatives and friends that had been directly affected by the horrendous actions of the Pakistani army 

and their proxies.   

Why is making Pakistan accountable important? It is because Pakistan continues to flaunt international 

laws. The lack of accountability for the death squads they created and the systematic brutality of their 

armour and infantry has made it invincible from justice and accountability.  

Bangladeshis were the first major victims of Pakistan’s use of jihadi radicals. That dangerous trend, 

consolidated in 1971, has become a global horror story. Afghans, Sindhis, Kashmiris, and Balochis are all 

experiencing the same type of horrors as Bangladeshis did during 1971. 

We must learn from our mistakes too, so we can carry the torch to the next generation. If we rest on our 

laurels, we will find that future generations will also be suffering from the impunity that Pakistan currently 

enjoys. Afghans and Pakistani minorities are still suffering today. The United Nations has to become an 

avenue to fix that or be damned to irrelevance.  
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How can we live in a world where people turn their eyes and ears away from crimes against humanity? It’s 

a dagger in the heart of the victims of 1971. Victims of Pakistan’s brutality continue to suffer because of a 

lack of accountability and justice. The perpetrators aren’t being punished for their behaviour. Pakistan is in 

a permanent state of chaos and instability.  

“Let sleeping dogs lie” was one of 

the arguments I heard against 

Bangladesh’s war crime tribunals. 

In 2010, I was dismayed to see that 

Former US Secretary of State, 

Hillary Clinton’s close aides ran 

cover for Jamaat. Whitewashing 

their history of crimes against 

humanity. Why? What has Pakistan 

or Jamaat done to deserve such 

impunity? Was it their help in 

delivering a blow to the USSR 

during Operation Cyclone? Was it 

because of their support for UN designated terrorist groups and nuclear proliferation? We can only guess. 

But it continues to frustrate the rest of the globe that believes in justice and fairness.  

Bangladeshi activists deserve great credit for pressurising Pakistan figures to acknowledge their brutality 

against their Muslim and Hindu brothers. Former Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan was the first main 

figure to argue for Pakistan to officially apologise for the genocide of 1971. However, over the years Imran 

“Taliban” Khan as he is now dubbed by the media. Has become something of a loose cannon. His recent 

comments about the Taliban freeing Afghans from the “shackles of slavery” has shown his true colours to 

the world. Pakistan is still trying to deny what took place in 1971. Why should we let them? We don’t let 

Serbs or, even Kosovan Albanians who were their targets, get away with crimes against humanity.  

Attacks on Women 

Birangona were systematically raped with numbers of up to 200-400,000 affected during the Liberation 

War. Aid agencies set up abortion centres to deal with unwanted pregnancies. Bina D’Costa and others 

have documented the abuses carried out by the Pakistani army and their auxiliaries. The International 

Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) and the United Nations combined to help perform late-term 

abortions in Bangladesh after the war ended. 

In an interview with researchers, Dr Geoffrey Davis of the IPPF said: 

“...Probably the numbers [200-400,000] are very conservative compared with what they did. The 

descriptions of how they captured towns were very interesting. They’d keep the infantry back and put 

artillery ahead and they would shell the hospitals and schools. And that caused absolute chaos in the town. 

And then the infantry would go in and begin to segregate the women. Apart from little children, all those 

who were sexually matured would be segregated. And then the women would be put in the compound under 

guard and made available to the troops...Some of the stories they told were appalling. Being raped again 

and again and again. A lot of them died in those [rape] camps. There was an air of disbelief about the 

whole thing. Nobody could credit that it really happened! But the evidence clearly showed that it did 

happen.”2 

There has been a major focus on the Birangona over the last few decades. Women Studies are a growing 

feature of western social sciences and law. A major benefit of this is that a new generation of women and 

 
2Anushay Hossain, Forbes Magazine, May 21, 2012, 1971 Rapes: Bangladesh Cannot Hide History (forbes.com) 

http://blogs.forbes.com/jessicahagy/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldviews/2012/05/21/1971-rapes-bangladesh-cannot-hide-history/
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human rights activists are concentrating on the horrific treatment of women during the liberation war.  Plays 

and documentaries have been focusing on the treatment of women. It’s a very important area of study.  

We need to highlight this important work.  

Genocide Denial 

Genocide denial is caustic. Especially when the evidence is overwhelming. Victims and perpetrators are 

denied the right to move on. It denies victims and their families from having much-needed closure. A nation 

cannot heal when justice is twisted and denied. Genocide denial from within the Muslim world, Bangladesh 

itself and aided by “mischievous historians” like Sarmila Bose helped to perpetrate genocide denial. Bose 

was rewarded with a prestigious scholarship position at Oxford University because of her revisionism. Her 

dubious work on 1971 and calls for aiding the Pakistani military through US sales of F16s are her magnum 

opus. She was given a position she did not deserve. Oxford University should have been ashamed.  

Attacks on Hindus 

The liberation war was an attack on the weakest in Bangladeshi society. Senator Edward Kennedy wrote a 

report that was published by the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on November 1st, 1971. The 

report read: 

 "Hardest hit have been members of the Hindu community who have been robbed of their lands and shops, 

systematically slaughtered, and in some places, painted with yellow patches marked ‘H’. All of this has 

been officially sanctioned, ordered and implemented under martial law from Islamabad." 

Pakistan wanted Hindus out of Bangladesh. At the time, the Hindu community were under Pakistan’s 

protection. The brutal targeting was just as bad as any Nazi inspired or Balkan tragedy.  

Colonel Nadir Ali, a retired Pakistani Army officer became a renowned poet in Pakistan, he has stated that 

he was officially ordered by his superiors to, “Leave no Hindu alive”. Pakistan’s attack on Bangladeshi 

society was multifaceted. They went after intellectuals and those that wanted a plural society in East 

Pakistan.3 

A theme common for Islamists and dictators is the attack on a mysterious “fifth column”, usually this is 

manifest in powerless minorities. A common trick is to give these defenceless minorities a power they 

simply don’t possess. They become dehumanised, isolated, and threatened as a result. They become the 

cause of all a nation’s ills in the minds of those that want to remove them. This is when genocide and hate 

crimes become prevalent. Hindus in Bangladesh are still targeted due to this type of thinking. They are 

often called RAW or Indian agents by radical Islamists. Recent violence has shown that Pakistan inspired 

elements are still intent on creating chaos in Bangladesh4 

The recent violence during a Hindu festival was carried out to cause communal tensions. It was instigated 

by people who want Bangladesh to be more like Pakistan. These people are dangerous and pose a serious 

threat to community harmony and political stability in Bangladesh.  

Attacks on Civilians 

Operation Searchlight was the name for highly coordinated attacks on those that would have helped 

Bangladesh to thrive--- the civilian population. Pakistan’s attacks on civilian leaders and intellectuals were 

spiteful, evil, and calculated. They wanted to deny Bangladesh from having a chance. Those that were at 

the top of society were collectively punished. But they also slaughtered students in their dormitories. 

 
3Probir Kumar Sarker, The Dhaka Tribune, October 25th 2021, How Hindus were targeted in 1971 | Dhaka 
Tribune 
4 Gloria Methri, RepublicWorld.com, November 24th 2021,  Bangladesh minister claims 'Pakistan's ISI strengthening 
terror roots in Dhaka' (republicworld.com) 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Probir%20Kumar%20Sarker
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2021/10/25/were-hindus-targeted-during-1971-liberation-war
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2021/10/25/were-hindus-targeted-during-1971-liberation-war
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/bangladesh-minister-claims-pakistans-isi-strengthening-terror-roots-in-dhaka.html
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/bangladesh-minister-claims-pakistans-isi-strengthening-terror-roots-in-dhaka.html
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Teachers in their schools. People shopping, working, trying to survive daily life. Doctors and nurses were 

shelled in their hospitals and medical centres. 

Al-Badr and al-Shams created lists of people that the Pakistani military wanted to be removed. We know 

that convicted criminal Chowdhury Mueen-Uddin used his role as a journalist, to help death squad 

organisers to compile lists of those who were deemed a threat to Pakistan. He informed on his associates 

and colleagues. He also went out with squads to pick up targets from their homes and places of work. 

Conclusion 

Why are people too scared to follow Archer K. Blood’s lead? Why are they scared to show the same bravery 

that Pakistani journalist Anthony Mascarenhas showed when he wrote GENOCIDE in capital letters on the 

front page of a British newspaper- The Sunday Times?  

We can’t rest while people keep telling us to forget the past and just move on, the issue of recognition for 

the genocide of 1971 is important for global justice and accountability. Why are the perpetrators being 

protected? We know that this issue has been fought over and sabotaged.  

Pakistan needs to apologise. The United Nations needs to recognise what happened during 1971 if it wants 

to help heal history. If the US Secretary of State, Antony Blinken can recognize, what happened in 1971. 

The UN should too.  

As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. We need to keep informing people about 1971.  

Bangladesh wants international recognition for the crimes against humanity.  It’s probably the most 

promising time to achieve that goal.  The United Nations like, the United States must also recognise the 

conflict as genocide, not just acknowledge the bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to the Nixon 

administration. Blood said it was a genocide. The UN should too.  

History of 1971 is also our future. Please do the right and just thing. Recognise the genocide of 1971.  
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Justice Syed Asif Shakar (Former Justice in Sweden and recipient of Friend of Bangladesh award): I am 

grateful that the people of Bangladesh have given the honor to be in this conference, 

and before I proceed, I’d like to tell you, why I’m here! 

I am here because of this magic piece of award which was given to me in 2012. And 

why, because in 1971, when the freedom fight was going on in Bangladesh, it was 

horrible to talk about this massacre in Pakistan, and that time I was in Lahore, Punjab, 

and student leader of one nationalist Punjabi party during this moment. And I 

arranged a protest against that and I was a poet, I wrote some poems against that, and 

result of that I was arrested. 

It was not simply arrest, it’s sort of torture, and I was put into solitary confinement for a long time. The 

worst possible punishment was that, I was labeled as a traitor and people spitted on me, because I was 

supporting Bengali people, and I was Indian agent, I was Bengali agent. And other types of punishment 

which I suffered many years, that I was hated from the Bengali people, because when they knew, I am a 

Punjabi, they said to me, that hey you are brutal Punjabi, I could not explain to them, that I am not brutal 

Punjabi, I suffered for you, and I am stamped for whole life as a traitor but anyhow, my salvation came in 

2012, when I was recognized by the state of Bangladesh as a freedom fighter, and I was given this award 

(as Friend of Bangladesh). I am happy that I was compensated in one way that all the hatred which I received 

by the Bengali people being a Punjabi, I was compensated with enormous love. 

And the Bengali people they have given me enormous, emotional love and I was considered as a sort of a 

national hero in Bangladesh, when was over there. I thank to Bengali people and I praise for them.  

Now I come back to the genocide issue, because I have limited time. As writer, as a humanist, I condemn 

all type of genocides, which were committed in the history. And all genocide which will be occurred in 

future, they must be stopped. There should be no more genocide in the world. And it should be the duty of 

every human being and rather the whole world that no more genocide in the world.  

And those genocides, which have occurred and taken place, they should be investigated by the international 

committee. And they should take the action. And one thing which I convey through this conference that if 
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some organization, some commission is formed, there must be some Pakistani included in that commission, 

and if it can be possible, some generals and judges.  Because I want to make it clear that most of the Bengali 

people believe that all Pakistani people they are anti-Bengali, they are inhuman that’s not true. There were 

people in Pakistan, who stood for the Bengali people and supported them. And I still believe there are 

people, who will say the truth. One example is Hamoodur Rahman. Hamoodur Rahman is a Pakistani, he 

has written a report, which is the best document about this genocide. So, there could be more Hamoodur 

Rahman in Pakistan.  

At the end, I want to thank Hasina Wazed and pray for her, because she has taken very appreciable steps 

towards the traitor, collaborators and they deserve it, and I hope she will continue in the future also. 

 

Prof. Dr. Tazeen M Murshid, Director of Development Research Cooperation, Brussels: I had just started 

university studies. Our class was involved in rehearsing for a department play for 

Fresher’s welcome when we heard that the Assembly session had been postponed, 

again. People became agitated, tense, fearful. This was the 25th of March. 

Some firebrand students had burnt the flag of Pakistan a few days earlier. Frustrated 

with the stalling nature of negotiations for the transfer of power to elected civilians, 

they were urging Sheikh Mujib to hoist the flag of an independent Bangladesh. He 

refrained. But he had, on the 7th of March, rallied the nation for a non-violent, non-

cooperation movement in protest against the military’s cancellation of the first 

Assembly session due to be held on the 3rd  of March. In an electrifying speech, he had asked the nation, 

that had overwhelmingly elected him by giving his party 70.45 per cent of the votes and 167 of the 169 

seats, to be prepared for any eventuality. However, he stopped short of declaring unilateral independence. 

We had inexplicable forebodings. The rehearsal stopped and we all hurriedly returned to our separate 

homes. Our brothers took longer to return, they were checking for signs on the roads. Some people had 

started erecting road blocks with trees, upturned vehicles and stones. An eerie silence had enveloped the 

streets. Even the birds had stopped calling.  

Our father, who had been instructed by colleagues to stay away from home for a while, had remained 

indoors that fateful night. As an advisor to Sheikh Mujib, he could be a likely target for vengeance. My 

mother, a directly elected Member of Parliament, was not so advised. As a woman, it was unthinkable that 

she could be harmed. 

That night as we slept, we were rudely awakened around midnight by the sounds of machine gun fire. The 

skies were lit with military tracer lights. Operation Searchlight had started. We lived in the Dhaka 

University Campus housing estate on Fuller Road, one of the first areas to be targeted by military action. 

From our windows we saw neighbours being taken away and shot. We saw fire coming from the slums 

alongside the Nilkhet railway line.  

We changed into our day clothes and waited for that fateful knock on the door. It did not come. Months 

later, we learnt why. According to the Army master plan, our house was marked as located at the second 

gate to the right when entering Fuller Road from Nilkhet Road. But unbeknown to them, on the 22nd of 

March that gate had been sealed off because a young widow on the ground floor was afraid of the street 

agitation virtually on her doorstep. The second gate thus led to another building behind ours, where blood 

was spilt. We got a second chance, a borrowed life. 

When the curfew was lifted, my brother and father took a walk in the campus and saw the carnage with 

their own eyes: The University Teachers Club, Madhu’s Canteen, student hostels like Iqbal Hall and 

Jagannath Hall were riddled with bullet holes, the walls and floors were blood streaked. Rokeya Hall was 

set on fire and those trying to escape were shot. A hand or a body part protruded from the hastily dug mass 
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graves in the campus grounds. The corridors were littered with student possessions: books, id cards, 

pictures. The students were all gone, massacred. They were not trained to take on a professional army! 

INTERNALLY DISPLACED 

It was clear that we could no longer stay where we were. We became internally displaced. We first found 

ourselves pushed from house to house in Dhaka, and then toward the villages and finally towards the border 

with India, driven by fear of reprisals among the extended family who provided us with shelter and by aerial 

strafing of the countryside.  

An exodus began. Reports were coming through of a rising resistance movement that every young person 

wanted to join. It gave us hope. We left our last sanctuary in our village home and headed for the unknown 

on April 14, 1971. It was a stormy night. The kalbaishakhi had struck with thunder and lightning. I woke 

up in a sweat, wanting to be inside my mother’s womb again, to feel safe, protected. We were going to stay 

the night at a boatman’s house next. But on the way by boat on the Teesta river, a student of my father 

recognized him and took us to the empty house of a relative near the Agartala border in Shingarbil.  We 

abandoned this place after a few days: we were falling ill due to lack of food and potable water; but primarily 

because our neighbours warned us that if the army came looking, they would inform on us. They were 

frightened. Our last act before we finally crossed the border into the unknown, was to take a handful of 

earth with us. 

REFUGEE 

As witnesses to crimes against humanity, we saw numerous refugee camps in India along its borders with 

East Bengal. From across the border, we saw schools where barely clad young women were kept as comfort 

women. Sometimes they were paraded naked along the border to taunt the Bengali men and freedom 

fighters for their ineptitude. 

I became a volunteer to help the war effort in any way I could.  

[I taught primary age refugee children in Kalyani camps; for a while I joined a group of musicians from old 

music school, Chhayanaut, that went from training camp to camp to raise the morale of the Mukti Bahini 

freedom fighters. Next, with other young volunteers, I began indexing news reports on the war at 

Bangladesh Information Bank established at Netaji Bhavan, Kollkata. Simultaneously, I prepared news 

briefs and presented the English news on Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra.] 

[Interestingly, we also got news about the free zones from inside Bangladesh, sometimes through diaries 

that were smuggled out. I learnt that my mother had been sentenced in absentia with 14 years rigorous 

imprisonment and a shoot on sight order for offences of rape, arson and murder! She came to the limelight 

when she addressed both the houses of the Indian Parliament on the situation in Bangladesh.] 

STARK REALITY HITS AFTER INDEPENDENCE 
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After independence, I met many of the young comfort women who were pregnant and in the care of the 

Ministry of Social Welfare or in the homes run by Mother Theresa. They looked vacant. Some convinced 

themselves that they had been married. Others just looked away. 

Several of our close friends, relatives and teachers had been killed, or were missing. Those youths who had 

been recruited into the auxiliary forces of the Pakistan Army, such as the Razakaars and  Al-Badr, went 

into hiding. 

The real horrors of the war began to come to light: of reckless and indiscriminate killing of old and young, 

men and women, children and infants; of barbaric rape and murder of pre-pubescent girls, the elimination 

of women forcibly impregnated; of villages and slums being burned and razed to the ground; of death 

squads searching for students and political activists; of professors and journalists being picked up from their 

homes; and auxiliary forces doing the bidding of the military command, including procuring women for 

them, no matter how they were treated. 

FACT SHEET 

The destruction of human capital in East Pakistan, which had a very small middle class at the time is 

incalculable. The figures often quoted include: 

10 million refugees,  

30-40 million internally displaced,  

3 million killed,  

942 killing fields with skulls and bones of 1000 to 10000 in each,  

between 200000 to 400000 women raped,  

170000 abortions among raped women 

5000 war babies given up for adoption 

30000 suicides among raped women 

1100 intellectuals, professors, journalists, writers, lawyers and physicians killed 

WEST PAKISTAN’s WAR OBJECTIVES: 

The West Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the intellectual and 

professional middle classes who were the backbone of society, and students, who are the future torch bearers 

of their heritage. It sought to annihilate the Hindu population, and work with loyalists willing to do its 

bidding. They thus unleashed their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population at large, while recruiting allies 

from extremist religious groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists.  

By targeting the political party, the Awami League, and its supporters, the army eyed 70.45 % of the 

population that had voted for that party, i.e, the majority of the population of East Pakistan, considering 

that the AL had a landslide victory in a massive voter turnout, and won 167 out of 169 seats allocated to 

East Pakistan.  

The educated section of the population constituted a small fraction of the total at the time. By targeting 

them, the professors, teachers, students and professionals like doctors, lawyers and physicians for 

elimination, the Generals sought to destroy that entire middle class. The rest of the population would then 

be virtually enslaved for menial work, who would be managed by staff and personnel brought in from West 

Pakistan, a process that had already begun in 1971, because Bengali staff could not be found. 

IMPUNITY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES: 

The rape of Bangladesh was accompanied by impunity. Impunity of the auxiliary forces, impunity of the 

military on the ground, impunity of the military high command. And at the apex of the ladder were 
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Pakistan’s international patrons. International norms of conduct and accountability were flouted at every 

stage. Impunity went hand in hand with the arrogance of power.  

For Bangladesh, this has had devastating consequences: continuation of an ideology conflict, ongoing 

political assassinations, coups, countercoups, and rising terrorism. The death squads of 1971 have taken 

new forms.  

Pakistan lost an opportunity to set its house in order and return the army to the barracks where it belongs in 

a democracy. Instead, it continues to create and train terrorist cadres in Afghanistan and elsewhere as it did 

in East Pakistan with the continued backing or at least, non-chalance of its foreign patrons. 

GENOCIDE 

In the popular imagination of Bengalis, a Gonohatya has taken place, meaning multiple massacres in a pre-

planned, pre-meditated way on the basis of a master plan, intended to tame and subdue the Bengali 

population. That there was intent to kill Bengalis is evident from the actions of the army, the orders of 

General Niazi to his troops: ‘This is enemy territory, take what you like’, or questions asked to soldiers 

like, ‘How many Bengalis or Hindus have you killed today?’ The Hamoodur Rahman Commission, while 

down playing the serious nature of Pakistan’s actions, nevertheless admits to atrocities and unlawful 

killings. Ten million Bengalis would not have fled to refugee camps in India, where a tenth of them had 

died, if they had felt safe at home.  

It is immaterial how many exactly were intentionally killed, maimed, tortured, brutalized in the terrible war 

that was unleashed. What is material is that the nature of the crimes be clearly recorded and acknowledged 

by all parties to the conflict and most certainly by the perpetrators. It must be recognized that heinous, 

inhuman crimes were perpetrated on an unarmed, sleeping population by its own government. While 

fraudulently negotiating the transfer of power to elected representatives, it gained time to amass weapons 

and bring in thousands of military personnel to pursue a final solution. The point of no return was reached 

when the massacres began. And while the press, locally stationed diplomats and the international 

community were fully cognizant of the unfolding genocide, the international community is yet to publicly 

acknowledge that fact. 

JUSTICE, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CLOSURE 

After fifty years of the Genocide and the War of Liberation, the people have only received partial closure 

from the trials of some of the Bangladeshi war criminals since 2010.The culpability of the military led 

Pakistan government is yet to be acknowledged by the international community despite overwhelming 

proof. We seek justice for our martyrs and demand that the perpetrators take responsibility for their actions 

in the cause of a peaceful future for us and the world. It is our legal right as members of the world 

community. It is our moral right as human beings. 

Kissinger offered the war criminals a lifeline, by suggesting that though the army committed excesses they 

had the right to restore internal order. However, crimes against humanity have no national borders. Nor do 

actions the consequences of which are genocidal.  

It has been argued that intent to destroy a particular group constitutes genocide, by which count the genocide 

of Hindus can be proven, but not of the larger Bengali Muslim population. However, the term ‘intent’ is a 

subjective term that is hard to define, but actions demonstrate intent vividly. From the persistent nature of 

the violations, the cruel and degrading treatment of victims, of arbitrary killings and massacres of people 

without following due process, the destruction of entire villages and the rape of hundreds and thousands of 

women and children, suggest the intention was genocidal, and the consequences genocidal. But that is a 

task for lawyers and jurists.  

From a moral perspective, I see the sheer magnitude of the attempt to change the beliefs and way of life of 

Bengalis to be genocidal. For Bengalis were considered inferior, referred to as ‘chickens ‘, or monkeys and 
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so, not fit to rule. They faced discriminatory treatment in the share of jobs and access to resources for 

decades and chose to protest. They faced genocide. 

Acknowledgement of war crimes, crimes against humanity and of genocide is the moral right of the victims. 

To forget this barbarity is to permit the recurrence of such acts. 

CONCLUSION: WHAT CAN BANGLADESH DO?C 

Given the history of obstacles Bangladesh has faced in obtaining justice, and acknowledgement, what can 

and should Bangladesh do?  It can try the Pakistani war criminals in Bangladesh in absentia, or even 

posthumously, with or without Pakistan’s cooperation. In return for the release of Prisoners of War by 

clemency on humanitarian grounds, Bhutto had promised to try them in Pakistan. That never happened. 

Bangladesh should therefore reclaim the right to try them in Bangladesh to get closure. 

If an international tribunal is not possible, there could be a public trial in a People’s Court, even if no verdict 

can be carried out. The aim would be to document both individual and collective crimes, to debate them 

and pass sentences in order to provide a moral victory and closure. Or it could take the form of a Truth 

Commission. The evidence so gathered should be disseminated widely and at every opportunity. 

The demand for international recognition should never stop. 

 

Shanchita Haque, Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva: I thank the 

BASUG and EBF for organizing today’s side event. I also thank all the panelists for 

their thought-provoking observations and also for the recollections of some of them 

of the 1971 war.    

As many of you are aware, under the leadership of our Father of the Nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the people of Bangladesh fought against 

discrimination, injustice, and oppression before their liberation in December 1971. 

During the culmination of our struggle, the horrendous ‘Operation Search Light’ was 

carried out by the Pakistani military on 25th March 1971 targeting unarmed civilians. 

In the following nine months, the Pakistan Army unleashed brutalities including mass 

murder, rape, looting, and torture upon the civilians, including children, and women in a deliberate manner  
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to eliminate the Bengalis from the-then East Pakistan, which is proudly Bangladesh now. Three million 

people were killed, and more than 200,000 women and girls were sexually abused and raped by the 

Pakistani Army and its collaborators. Besides, 10 million people were forced to take shelter in India to flee 

the atrocities of the Pakistani occupation forces. Finally, on 16 December 1971 with our liberation, the 

genocide was put to an end. Hence, we as a nation continue to bear the pain of this genocide.  

In Bangladesh, International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up to try the collaborators of the Pakistan Army 

who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide. And the ICT is still continuing.  

The Bangladesh Government has declared 25th March as Genocide Day. These are a few efforts to keep 

this memory alive and to make awareness among people about the genocide. To conclude, Bangladesh 

condemns genocides committed anywhere, everywhere. We will continue to raise our voice against 

genocide and demand justice and accountability for the victims of genocides. We will also continue working 

for the recognition of 1971 genocide. I thank you. Joy Bangla. 

Daniel Seidl, Brand Ambassador of Bangladesh and Editor, 50 Years of Bangladesh: Good afternoon to 

you all, ‘shuvo oporanho’ in Bangla. I remember the statement of a freedom fighter, who told me 25 years 

ago, Daniel, I hope to see you in strong Bangladesh. He had a wish, it was justice 

and prosecution of the criminal, in the way to get our dignity back.  

This was in our year, 25 years back and now it is 50 years after 1971. Now 

Bangladesh is truly not the basket case, it is a success case. Look at all the countries 

around, who envy Bangladesh for lot of indicators, economic, education, even it goes 

to women empowerment. He said, you know, one of the reasons why we are 

successful is our identity, our flag. Most of the people do not even know, that the 

flag of Bangladesh, has its own reason. Green stands for the hope and for the field, 

red stands for the bloodshed and the circle or the symbolism of the sun. Bangladesh being involved in a 

genocide, today is also a merciful country that hosts the Rohingya.  

I turn to think around. Many years ago I witnessed the big problem with some governments. I told them, 

Bangladesh is rising economically and it is having a brand issue. Myanmar is the opposite, but the 

community decided in flavor of Myanmar, now we see what happened. Being a German, I can tell you, it 

takes time, it takes time to get justice, recognition, compensation, and even this year, UN general assembly 

had to adopt the resolution on holocaust denial. People started denying.  

Branding Bangladesh is near to my heart, and made in Germany today stands for quality, it used to be a 

warning. Warning signals for bad quality. That is the real problem in the whole world. I can tell you a quote, 

if you are not making a concerted effort to brand your nation, other people might do it for you and for their 

own purposes.  

In this regard, I called a Hollywood producer and said, can you honor the victims of 1971 and create the 

song. Because of time, I would like to just quote the last phrase that has called from victim to victory. Lots 
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of radio channels have picked that up and said, this is not the sad song, this is not George Harrison in 1971. 

This is Bangladesh, which is truly a triumph of success. 

Coming back to the freedom fighter, at the beginning, well, Bangladesh is strong, it can negotiate, it can 

negotiate even with the Pakistanis. Bangladesh has shown mercy to the world, Bangladesh is a benchmark 

and last but not the least, now it is the time to seek justice. Thank you.  

Munir Mengal, President of Baloch Voice Association, France: 

I am highly thankful, for being part of this event. Actually the purpose of this event 

at the 51st human rights council session is to plea at the United Nations to her body, 

to her group, reporters, that there was a genocide that happened and it is time, it is 

highly needed to recognize that.  

Until and unless this body doesn’t recognize that genocide, other peoples will get 

suffer, through the same strategy, through the same system, through the same forces. 

So the intent behind the genocide from which the Bangladeshi people went through, 

was to eliminate them, was to eliminate their culture, was to eliminate their identity, 

was to eliminate their language. And for that, you know, as Justice Shahkar 

mentioned in his speech, that there was a report that was made by a Pakistani judge Hamoodur Rahman. I 

have got, I have read some scripts of that. In that, it is clearly mentioned that, when General Kahan was 

there, he used to ask his followers that tonight, you have made how many, you have raped how many 

women. So in his word, “Sher aj kitne shikar thi” in Urdu. This was the intent of that army that every army 

man was there, he has to rape a woman. And he has raped as many women as he could and that was a 

success.  

 

Because of that, you know, whatever they did over there, how they used religious terrorist organizations, 

they create local groups, they were using the same way. There they named it differently, but we are seeing 

what they are doing in Baluchistan particularly. I mentioned that, they have created local groups which in 

Baluchistan we call, these are the terrorist groups. Which are supported, assisted by the state, they are using 

the state machinery, they are using the police, army and FC camps to take the people, to torture them. We 

have, you know, many accounts where women are victim of enforced disappearances. If we start counting 

the number, Pakistan does not allow that, but more than 100 of Baloch women are lingering in military 

torture cells, and they are being used sexually over there.  

Just I present one account of that, that also resembles, how she (Prof Dr Tazeen Murshid) said that a man 

made a suicide, before his suicide he put a note, that yesterday FC commander called me, I went there, he 

said that your daughter is married to a person who is non-believing person. So tomorrow bring your 
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daughter to our camp, so despite of bringing my daughter to that army camp he made suicide and made this 

note. And this is what that the reports are there, audio and visual documentaries are there, how Pakistani 

army, treated the Bangladeshi, particularly the women, and how (the students and teachers of) Dhaka 

university became victim.  

I myself have gone over there, Dhaka and have seen, the intent behind killing the Bangladeshi professors 

was to eliminate their future generation. And this is what we are seeing that they are doing with us. They 

are attacking our schools, attacking the students who are going to the school. So a threat, harassment of a 

society was done, and being done through the same way, through the same strategy, through the same men.  

Even today when if we go particularly in the Pakistani recognized colleges and universities, where many 

professors, even today say Bengalis are gaddar! Bengalis, their height was small, they used to eat rice, so 

they were the people like that. I went to Bangladesh at night and in Pakistani news TV channel the reporting 

was that, ‘Baloch gaddar Bengali gaddar se modod magne gaye’. It means Baloch traitors went to 

Bangladeshi traitors to seek support of Bangladeshi people, although we were there in supports of 

Bangladeshi survivors. Particularly their professors, teachers, the creams of the Bangladeshi people were 

eliminated by those forces brutally and we condemned that from this floor, and I again request UN and her 

body particularly human working groups, like there is a special committee on the name of prevention of 

genocide.  

Until and unless we do not recognize the genocides which had happened, there are evidences, so unless we 

do not have the courage, unless we do not take any initiative, unless we do not come out of our critical 

interests, we cannot prevent genocide in any part of the world. Thank you.  
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Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, Chairman of United Kashmir People’s National Party and Secretary 

General, Jammu Kashmir International People’s Alliance: 

Respected speakers, ladies and gentleman, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for 

inviting me to this seminar on the topic of recognizing Bangladesh genocide of 1971. 

On behalf of the United Kashmir People`s National Party (UKPNP) I extend solidarity 

and full support to the people of Bangladesh. Bangladesh. Bangladesh got freedom 

and this is a great inspiration not only for people of Jammu and Kashmir but for all 

oppressed nations of Pakistan. 

In December 1971, within a week of replacing General Yahya as the President, Bhutto 

formed a commission headed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Justice 

Hamoodur Rahman. The Commission’s responsibility was to ascertain the facts of the 

1971 debacle. The commission interviewed 213 persons including General Yahya, Z. A. Bhutto, the Chief 

of the Air Force, the Chief of the Navy, senior commanders, and various political leaders. It submitted its 

first report in July 1972. 

Originally there were 12 copies of the Report. These were all destroyed; except the one that was handed 

over to Z. A. Bhutto. Neither Bhutto nor the Army, which took over in 1977, made the Report public. 

Though the Report remained classified, its contents were presumably learned from various writings and 

memoirs of the military officers narrating their side of the story of what the Hamoodur Rahman Inquiry 

Commission had to say. The report recommended public trials of the concerned officers responsible for the 

1971 defeat.  

The inquiry was reopened in 1974. The Commission again interviewed 73 bureaucrats and top military 

officers and submitted its supplementary report in November 1974. It was this supplementary report that 

was presumably published by an Indian magazine in August 2000, and afterwards allowed to be published 

in the Pakistani press. 

An editorial entitled, "General Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan written by Ardeshir Cowasjee on the basis 

of the Hamoodur Rahman Commission Report, demonstrated that "three men principally had been 

responsible for the loss, at the end of 1971, of half of Jinnah's Pakistan end of story. 

Originally, it was thought that the Government of Pakistan had declassified the Report in 2002 and made it 

available to the public as public domain, whereas it was free to download on the internet. However, it was 

reported to be a "Supplementary Report" which was created after the prisoners of war returned after two 

years. The First Report has never been published nor is it accessible to anyone. 

People of the Former Princely state of Jammu Kashmir celebrate December 16 as the day of liberation and 

defeat of the tyranny of the mighty power of the Pakistan army. We salute their struggle and pay tribute to 

the 300000 martyred people of Bangladesh, who rendered their life against fighting the forces of genocide, 

hate, inhuman, evil and exploitation. 

The Kashmiri people always respected the unmatched struggle of Bengali people as the movement of 

freedom and war of liberation from Pakistan, what state of Pakistan, its security establishment and the 

apologetic intellectual class term it as the “Fall of Dacca” to humiliate the struggle for independence by the 

Bangla people. 

It was a bitter and bloody war of Liberation from Pakistan fought, based on Bangladeshi peoples‟ 

aspirations, for democracy, identity and for a more progressive society. 

Bangladesh’s emergence as an independent secular state effectively shattered the two-nation theory that 

had formed the basis for the creation of Pakistan in 1947 and demonstrated that religion alone was not 

sufficient to forge a cohesive national identity. Pakistani Major General Khadim Hussain Raja wrote in his 

book that Niazi, in presence of Bengali officers would say ‘Main iss haramzadi qom ki nasal badal doonga 

(I will change the race of the Bengalis)’. A witness statement to the commission read "The troops used to 
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say that the Commander (Lt Gen Niazi) was himself a rapist. 

Pakistan has a rhetoric that Indian intervention was the reason of Fall of Dacca in a bid to hide the facts of 

the defeated Pakistan army savagely killed three million people and raped three hundred thousand women 

during their less than nine months of unsuccessful fight to preserve the integrity of unnatural Pakistan. 

However, the fact is that the unarmed and common people have started their struggle on March 25, 1971, 

up to their victory over the Pakistani forces. The Indian army has come to the scene after December 1, when 

Pakistan instigated Indian forces stationed inside the Indian border.  

1971 War and Bangladesh genocide: 

The genocide in Bangladesh began on 26 March 1971 with the launch of Operation Searchlight, as West 

Pakistan (now Pakistan) began a military crackdown on the East Pakistan wing (now Bangladesh) of the 

nation to suppress Bengali calls for self- determination. During the nine-month-long Bangladesh Liberation 

War, members of the Pakistan Armed Forces and supporting pro-Pakistani Islamist militias from 

Bangladesh Jamaat-e-Islami killed between 200,000 and 3,000,000 people and raped between 200,000 and 

400,000 Bengali women in a systematic campaign of genocidal rape. 

The actions against women were supported by Pakistan's religious leaders, who declared that Bengali 

women were gonimoter maal (Bengali for "public property"). As a result of the conflict, a further eight to 

ten million people fled the country to seek refuge in neighboring India. It is estimated that up to 30 million 

civilians were internally displaced out of 70 million. 

Many of those killed were the victims of radical religious paramilitary militias formed by the West Pakistani 

Army, including the Razakars, Al-Shams and Al-Badr forces. There are many mass graves in Bangladesh, 

and more are continually being discovered (such as one in an old well near a mosque in Dhaka, located in 

the Mirpur region of the city, which was discovered in August 1999). The first night of war on Bengalis, 

which is documented in telegrams from the American Consulate in Dhaka to the United States State 

Department, saw indiscriminate killings of students of Dhaka University and other civilians. 

During the war, the Pakistani Army and its local collaborators, mainly Jamaat e Islami carried out a 

systematic execution of the leading Bengali intellectuals. A number of professors from Dhaka University 

were killed during the first few days of the war. However, the most extreme cases of targeted killing of 

intellectuals took place during the last few days of the war. Professors, journalists, doctors, artists, engineers 

and writers were rounded up by the Pakistani Army and the Razakar militia in Dhaka, blindfolded, taken to 
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torture cells in Mirpur, Mohammadpur, Nakhalpara, Rajarbagh and other locations in different sections of 

the city to be executed en masse, most notably at Rayerbazar and Mirpur. Allegedly, the Pakistani Army 

and its paramilitary arm, the Al- Badr and Al-Shams forces created a list of doctors, teachers, poets and 

scholars. 

 

The surrender of the Pakistani forces was a very shameful act, when the commander in chief surrendered 

his pistol and requested the Indian Generals to save the Pakistani soldiers from Bangladeshi people and 

take over the barracks where soldiers are stationed. 

During their military operation in the whole of former East Pakistan, the Pakistan army began an orgy of 

killings, rape, violence, and looting. There are pieces of evidence, which were reported in so many reports 

of media and human rights organizations that the occupying forces raped girls before the fathers and 

mothers, and the male members were shot dead after severe torture before their children. 

The military shelled Dhaka University, killing the university teachers and students; the soldiers broke into 

women’s dormitories and raped the women. They buried the dead in mass graves that were bull-dozed over 

by the tanks. Their campaign of terror then moved into the countryside, where they battled local troops who 

had mutinied. 

The military used artillery and heavy machine gun fire to crush the Bengali civilians, the local police, and 

the Bengali troops. 

The military specially targeted the Hindu minority in East Bengal because they blamed “Hindu” India and 

the Hindu community in East Bengal as the mastermind behind Bengali secession plans. 

I urge United Nations UN, European Union and the international community to officially recognize the 

mass killings by the Pakistani occupation army during the Liberation War in 1971 in Bangladesh as 

genocide. Culprits must bring to justice those who had committed crimes against humanity. 
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Ansar Ahmed Ullah, President, European Bangladesh Forum (EBF), UK 

As we have time constraints, I am not going to sum up all the speakers, but just briefly 

to say, I wish to thank all the panel members today, who have contributed to this 

discussion. 

And many of you have already said the whole purpose of this event here today is to 

appeal to the UN and the world community, in recognizing the genocide that was 

committed in Bangladesh in 1971 and as Chris Blackburn mentioned that it is not the 

case that the United Nation was not aware of the atrocities being carried out in 1971. 

Since 1971 we’ve had the genocide recognized in Rwanda, Bosnia and Cambodia. So 

why not Bangladesh, I mean, how long we have to wait? 

It has been over 50/52 years. As our permanent representative has mentioned that the Bengali nation has 

been suffering for the long time in pain, so it is about the time that the United Nation and the world 

community come together to recognize the genocide that is committed in Bangladesh, and I think, with that 

we will probably be a step over in seeking justice, for the victims in 1971. 

 

Rahman Khalilur Mamun, President, International Human Rights Commission BD, Switzerland  

Dear friends, ladies and gentleman, honorable guest speakers, deputy permanent representative of 

Bangladesh mission to the UN, members of different communities in Europe and 

fellow Bangladeshis from Switzerland. 

It was entitled a very fruitful discussion on an issue in the 1971 genocide in 

Bangladesh which is still being incurred by the international community, and the 

United Nations. I believe you all enjoyed the discussion today. I, on behalf of 

BASUG, Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh, and European 

Bangladesh Forum (EBF), thank you all, for your participation in this program 

today. We thank our friends and supporters in the European community, Bangladeshi diaspora, Afghan, 

Kashmiri, Sinddhi friends for their supports by attending this event and expressing their solidarity and 

support to 1971 genocide in Bangladesh.  

Our special thanks go to the honorable deputy permanent representative of Bangladesh to UN, Shanchita 

Haque, former Justice Syed Asif Shahkar from Sweden, Prof. Dr. Tazeen Murshid from Belgium, Chris 
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Blackburn from UK, Daniel Seidl from Germany, Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri and Munir Mengal for their 

contribution, to make this discussion a success. Finally, I thank Ansar Ahmedullah and Bikash Chowdhury 

Barua, both from BASUG and European Bangladesh Forum for their hard work in organizing this event 

today at the United Nations in Geneva. Our thanks also go to Abdul Hai, Project Director of BASUG, 

Germany, who has been covering this news of the event. Personally, I am deeply grateful and heartiest 

thanks Mr and Mrs Abdul Rouf, Miah Abul kalam, Rokeya Apa from Germany, Udoyon Barua from Paris, 

Arun Barua, Sasim Barua, Sajia Sultana and all our respected audience here. Joy Bangla, Joy Bangobondhu  

 

Miah Abul Kalam, Organising Secretary, All European Freedom Fighters Sangsad 

Being a freedom fighter during 1971 liberation war, I contain the memory of the battle 

field. It is indeed an honor to be present here and speak about our endeavor, to seek the 

recognition of 1971 genocide. I like to request you to be with us, until we get recognition 

of 1971 genocide. I thank the organisers and honorable speakers coming from different 

countries.  

 

 

The full Program can be seen at the following links of the London-based TV channel, British Bangla 

News: 

https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/1b4f5f2c-37d7-41e7-9dab-d48182713a6e/title/bangladesh-
seeks-justice-recognition-of-1971-genocide 

 

 

                                                      

                                            WRITTEN STATEMENT TO UN 

Earlier on 17 August 2022, Stitching BASUG along with Projonmo '71 (an organization 
for the children of martyrs in Bangladesh Liberation War), Aamra Ekattor (another 
platform working on the same issue) and Seraji Foundation e. V. (a Diaspora organisation 
of Bangladeshi origin in Germany) submitted a written statement to the UN reiterating 
the demand for international recognition of the 1971 Bangladesh Genocide. The 
statement was included under Agenda item 3 in the 51st Human Rights Council Session 
in UN Geneva which began on 12 September 2022 and will continue till 7 October 2022. 
You can find the statement in the next page. 

 

 

    

https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/1b4f5f2c-37d7-41e7-9dab-d48182713a6e/title/bangladesh-seeks-justice-recognition-of-1971-genocide
https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/1b4f5f2c-37d7-41e7-9dab-d48182713a6e/title/bangladesh-seeks-justice-recognition-of-1971-genocide
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Human Rights Council 

Fifty-first session 

12 September–7 October 2022 

Agenda item 3 

Promotion and protection of all human rights, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, 

including the right to development 

  Written statement* submitted by Stichting Basug 
(Bangladesh Support Group), a non-governmental 
organization in special consultative status 

The Secretary-General has received the following written statement which is 

circulated in accordance with Economic and Social Council resolution 1996/31. 

[17 August 2022] 

  STATEMENT FOR THE 51st SESSION OF THE UN 
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (UNHRC) 

In commemorating the Bangladesh Liberation War and the bloody birth of 

Bangladesh in 1971, the Bangladeshi Diaspora organization, Stitching BASUG 

(Bangladesh Support Group) with Special Consultative Status of the Economic 

and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the United Nations along with Projonmo '71 (an 

organization for the children of martyrs in Bangladesh Liberation War), Aamra 

Ekattor (an online platform to discuss and take steps to achieve a brighter 

progressive Bangladesh shunning extremism) and Seraji Foundation e. V. (a 

Diaspora organisation of Bangladeshi origin in Germany) has issued a statement 

incorporating the following points reiterating the demand for international 

recognition of the 1971 Bangladesh GENOCIDE committed by the Pakistani 

occupying forces against the Bengali nation. 

 
 * Issued as received, in the language of submission only. The views expressed in the present 
document do not necessarily reflect the views of the United Nations or its officials. 

 
United Nations 

A/HRC/51/NGO/51 

 

General Assembly Distr.: General 

XX August 2022 

 

English only 
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1. We should recall that the 1971 GENOCIDE in Bangladesh, which was planned 

and perpetrated by the Pakistani military, is one of the worst mass atrocities 

witnessed after the Second World War. In 9 months, the occupation army killed 

approximately 3 million people, subjected between 200,000-400,000 women to 

sexual slavery, rape and other forms of sexual violence, and forced 10 million 

people to cross the border and take refuge in India, abandoning all their worldly 

possessions and ancestral homes. The United Nations helped form an 

international team of abortion specialists to deal with the fallout from the 

Pakistani rape camps. The ‘Birangonas’ (brave or courageous woman), were the 

victims of a systematic campaign organized by the Pakistani military. An 

industrious act of evil committed by the Pakistani military. 

2. The history of Bangladesh is intrinsically tied to the Liberation War of 1971. A 

story of violence and bloodshed. The nascent state of Bangladesh emerged from 

the remnants of the carnage carried out by the West Pakistani armed forces and 

radical paramilitary groups under the command of Pakistan. It has been a long 

struggle. The Bengali population in East Pakistan had little choice but to demand 

self-determination. They had little choice but to rise against the systematic 

subjugation by its western Pakistani counterpart. 

3. The 1971 GENOCIDE by the Pakistan military and their allies is well 

documented and reported in the international media. Diplomatic 

correspondences and parliamentary reports during that period acknowledged 

what was taking place. The world media, including The Telegraph, The Times, 

The Sunday Times, The New York Times, TASS, AFP and other news agencies 

worldwide, reported the Bengalis massacre all by Pakistan Army. Some stories 

reached their front pages, The Sunday Times of London was the first to state it 

was a GENOCIDE, in block capitals, in an article by Pakistani journalist, Anthony 

Mascarenhas. Mascarenhas had to flee Pakistan for speaking the truth to the 

world. The stories of the massacre of the fateful night of 25 March 1971 and 

onwards were highlighted worldwide. 

4. Academic scholarship related to the study of genocide in its many aspects has 

largely recognized the Bengali GENOCIDE in 1971. Moreover, the non-

governmental organizations dedicated to working on genocide prevention and 

accountability, Lemkin Institute for Genocide Prevention and Genocide Watch, 

expressively recognized the 1971 Bengali GENOCIDE in statements released and 

at the endof December 2021 and early February2022, respectively. 

5. The Pakistan Army used organized systematic rape as a weapon of war. Young 

girls and women were abducted and repeatedly gang-raped in special camps run 

by the Pakistani servicemen. 
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6. The Pakistani Army and its jihadi stormtroopers, namely Razakars, Al-Badr, 

and Al-Shams, under orders from the Pakistani Army High Command, 

systematically killed intellectuals and professionals of Bangladesh. This spiteful 

and evil act stood with and apart from the mass-indiscriminate killings of 

civilians. This act was designed to cripple the country intellectually-devoiding it 

of a brighter future. 

7. We demand a UN Resolution without further delay recognising the heinous 

GENOCIDE and their work on the abortion clinics. There is an urgent need for an 

UN-sponsored resolution condemning atrocities committed by the Pakistan 

Army and their allies in 1971. The perpetrators must be brought to justice, an 

unconditional apology by the Pakistan Authorities must be sought, and proper 

compensation arranged for the genocide victims. Without these, a justified 

closure of the miserable genocide is inconceivable. New generations across the 

world must know what took place in Bangladesh in 1971.We cannot forget. We 

must learn from atrocities in the past to prevent future ones. 

8. Unfortunately, Bangladesh GENOCIDE is becoming a forgotten chapter in 

contemporary history. We know the common phrase ‘justice delayed is justice 

denied’ accompanies and mocks the global humanitarian mantra of 'never 

again'. The GENOCIDE of 1971 was never meant to happen after the Holocaust. 

The global system based on a renewed commitment to human rights failed to 

protect the Bengali people and so far, has failed to bring justice to the victims. 

9. Due to lack of international recognition, the history of this GENOCIDE has 

faded in the world today. The lack of accountability undermines human rights 

for all and is painful, especially for Bengalis. Not only are they denying genocide 

victims closure and a more peaceful future further out of reach. 

10. Therefore, we strongly demand that the 1971 GENOCIDE be recognized to 

give justice to the victims of the atrocities and bring the perpetrators to justice. 

We also call upon the United Nations General Assembly and other international 

entities to formally recognize the Bangladesh GENOCIDE of 1971 – one of the 

darkest yet most overlooked chapters in human history. We believe that only 

through confronting the past with sincerity and truth we can acknowledge our 

shared humanity and truly flourish.  

 

(Projonmo '71, Bangladesh, Aamra Ekattor, Bangladesh, Seraji Foundation e.V. Germany, NGO(s) 

without consultative status, also share the views expressed in this statement.) 

                                              

                                                                   -------------------- 
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MEDIA COVERAGE 

 
 

https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/83299d08-c6bb-4f54-8528-

22124725de7d/title/demand-for-global-recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-un-geneva-side-event 

 

Demand for global recognition of 1971 

Genocide in UN Geneva side event 

 05-10-2022 11:57 | 23 uur geleden 
Dit is een origineel bericht van 
European Bangladesh Forum 
Geneva, 3 October 2022 : Speakers at a side event at the United Nations in Geneva reiterated 
the demand for the international recognition of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by 
Pakistan and urged the global community including the United Nations to recognise the 1971 
genocide without wasting time. They asked the United Nations to come clean about their 
assessments on what took place in 1971 and said, ‘we want them to publish their documents and 
make them accessible to the world public. If we want the UN to recognise the genocide, we 
should advise them that they should start right there.’  

The speakers continued, the time is right for recognition of Bangladesh Genocide adding, it is of 
great importance and an absolute necessity to honour the victims of 1971 genocide and their 
descendants through recognition. The culpability of the military led by Pakistan government is yet 
to be acknowledged by the international community despite overwhelming proof. 

https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/83299d08-c6bb-4f54-8528-22124725de7d/title/demand-for-global-recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-un-geneva-side-event
https://www.persberichten.nl/home/detail/83299d08-c6bb-4f54-8528-22124725de7d/title/demand-for-global-recognition-of-1971-genocide-in-un-geneva-side-event
https://www.perssupport.nl/
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Organized by the Europe-based diaspora organisaion BASUG, in collaboration with European 
Bangladesh Forum (EBF) and Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh the conference was 
held at a time when the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council was going on at UN in 
Geneva. A 2 minutes documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was 
screened in the program. 

It may be recalled that in 1971 Pakistan military committed one of the worst mass atrocities that 
the world witnessed in 20th century. The Pakistani occupation army in nine months killed 
approximately three million people, violated over two hundred thousand girls and women and 
forced ten million people to cross the border and take shelter in India. The 1971 Genocide by the 
Pakistan Army is well documented and reported in the international media and also in the 
diplomatic correspondences during that period.  

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was addressed by the 
Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque, former 
High Court Justice in Sweden Justice Syed Asif Shakar, Director of Development Research 
Cooperation, Brussels Professor Tazeen Murshad, Brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl, 
Communications Director, Zurich Chris Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United Kashmir People’s 
National Party Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, President of Baloch Voice Association, France Munir 
Mengal, Ansar Ahmed Ullah, President, EBF UK orgnaining secretary of All European Muktijoddah 
Sangsad Abul Kalam and Khalilur Rahman Mamun, President of International HR Commission BD, 
Switzerland 

Participants in the side event were members of the Bangladesh community in different European 
countries, European academics, researchers and human rights activists from other civil society 
organisations in Europe. 

The side event was live telecast by London-based British Bangla News channel and watched in 
different cities across the world including Dhaka and New York. 

Justice Syed Ali Shakar said, for the international recognition of the 1971 genocide and to ensure 
justice to the victims and their family members, we must form an international commission 
including representatives also from Pakistan. Justice Syed Ali Shakar who is originally a Pakistani 
and now exiled in Sweden is an ardent supporter of Bangladesh and was vehement critic of 
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Pakistan government and the military rule for their roles in Bangladesh in 1971 for which he was 
sent to jail for six months. 

In her speech Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque 
said, under the leadership of our Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the 
people of Bangladesh fought against discrimination, injustice, and oppression before their 
liberation in December 1971. During the culmination of our struggle, the horrendous ‘Operation 
Search Light’ was carried out by the Pakistani military on 25th March 1971 targeting unarmed 
civilians. In the following nine months, the Pakistan Army unleashed brutalities including mass 
murder, rape, looting, and torture upon the civilians, including children and women in a deliberate 
manner to eliminate the Bengalis from the-then East Pakistan, which is proudly Bangladesh now. 

She added, in Bangladesh, International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up to try the collaborators 
of the Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide. And the ICT is still 
continuing. The Bangladesh Government has declared 25th March as Genocide Day. Bangladesh 
condemns genocides committed anywhere, everywhere. We will continue to raise our voice 
against genocide and demand justice and accountability for the victims of genocides. We will also 
continue working for the recognition of 1971 genocide. 

 

Prof Dr. Tazeen Murshid said, the demand for international recognition should never stop. The 
West Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the intellectual and 
professional middle classes, who were the backbone of society, and students, who are the future 
torch bearers of their heritage. It sought to annihilate the Hindu population, and work with loyalists 
willing to do its bidding. They thus unleashed their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population at 
large, while recruiting allies from extremist religious groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists. 

She added, if an international tribunal is not possible, there could be a public trial in a People’s 
Court, even if no verdict can be carried out. The aim would be to document both individual and 
collective crimes, to debate them and pass sentences in order to provide a moral victory and 
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closure. Or it could take the form of a Truth Commission. The evidence so gathered should be 
disseminated widely and at every opportunity. 

The Friend of Bangladesh awardee Chris Blackburn said, Bangladesh wants international 
recognition for the crimes against humanity. It’s probably the most promising time to achieve that 
goal. The United Nations like, the United States must also recognise the conflict as genocide, not 
just acknowledge the bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to the Nixon administration. 
Blood said it was a genocide. The UN should too. He appealed to the international community, 
history of 1971 is also our future. Please do the right and just thing. Recognise the genocide of 
1971. 

Brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl in his speech said, ‘being a German I can say it takes 
time to get justice, recognition, compensation and even this year the United Nations General 
Assembly had to adopt a resolution on holocaust denial. He quoted, ‘if you don’t make a concerted 
effort to brand your nation, other people might do it for you and that is for their own purposes. 

 TUESDAY, 04 OCTOBER, 2022 

 
 

https://www.bssnews.net/news/86271 

'Demand for recognition of 1971 Genocide committed by Pakistan raised in UN' 

 

https://www.bssnews.net/news/86271
https://www.bssnews.net/
https://www.bssnews.net/
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DHAKA, Oct 4, 2022 (BSS) - Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva 

Sanchita Haque has raised the demand for recognition of 1971 Genocide committed by Pakistan. 

"The Bangladesh government has declared 25th March as Genocide Day. Bangladesh condemns 

genocides committed anywhere, everywhere. We will continue to raise our voice against genocide 

and demand justice and accountability for the victims of genocides. We will also continue working 

for the recognition of 1971 genocide," she said. 

Sanchita Haque was addressing a side event at the United Nations in Geneva on Monday, 

according to a press release received here today. 

She said in Bangladesh, International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up to try the collaborators of 

the Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide and the ICT is still 

continuing.  

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was also addressed by 

former High Court Justice in Sweden Justice Syed Asif Shakar, Director of Development Research 

Cooperation, Brussels Professor Tazeen Murshad, Brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel 

Seidl, Communications Director, Zurich Chris Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United Kashmir 

People's National Party Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, President of Baloch Voice Association, 

France Munir Mengal, Ansar Ahmed Ullah, President, EBF UK orgnaining secretary of All European 

Muktijoddah Sangsad Abul Kalam and Khalilur Rahman Mamun, President of International HR 

Commission BD, Switzerland. 

Participants in the side event were members of the Bangladesh community in different European 

countries, European academics, researchers and human rights activists from other civil society 

organisations in Europe. 

Organized by the Europe-based diaspora organisaion BASUG, in collaboration with European 

Bangladesh Forum (EBF) and Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh, the conference was 

held at a time when the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council was going on at UN in 

Geneva.  

A two minutes documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was 

screened in the program. 
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Apart from her, the other speakers at the side event also reiterated the demand for the 

international recognition of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by Pakistan and urged the 

global community including the United Nations to recognise the 1971 genocide without wasting 

time.  

They said the time is right for recognition of Bangladesh Genocide adding, it is of great 

importance and an absolute necessity to honour the victims of 1971 genocide and their 

descendants through recognition.  

Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history, they 

added. 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2022/10/04/demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide-

committed-by-pakistan-raised-in-un 

• 4 Oct 2022, Bangladesh Liberation War Museum Photo Archive 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2022/10/04/demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide-committed-by-pakistan-raised-in-un
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2022/10/04/demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide-committed-by-pakistan-raised-in-un
https://www.dhakatribune.com/articles/bangladesh
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Demand for recognition of 1971 genocide 
committed by Pakistan raised in UN 
It is an absolute necessary to honor the victims of 1971 genocide and their descendants, the delegations say 

in a event 

 

BSS October 4, 2022 5:43 PM 

Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque has raised the demand 

for recognition of 1971 genocide committed by Pakistan. "The Bangladesh government has declared 

March 25 as Genocide Day. Bangladesh condemns genocides committed anywhere, everywhere. We will 

continue to raise our voice against genocide and demand justice and accountability for the victims of 

genocides. We will also continue working for the recognition of 1971 genocide," she said. 

Sanchita Haque was addressing a side event at the United Nations in Geneva on Monday, according to a 

press release received on Tuesday. 

She said that International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up in Bangladesh to try the collaborators of the 

Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide and the ICT is still continuing. 

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was also addressed by former 

High Court Justice in Sweden Justice Syed Asif Shakar, Director of Development Research Cooperation, 

Brussels Professor Tazeen Murshad, Brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl, Communications 

Director, Zurich Chris Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United Kashmir People's National Party Sardar 

Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, President of Baloch Voice Association, France Munir Mengal, Ansar Ahmed 

Ullah, President, EBF UK organizing secretary of All European Muktijoddah Sangsad Abul Kalam and 

Khalilur Rahman Mamun, President of International HR Commission BD, Switzerland. 

Participants in the side event were members of the Bangladesh community in different European 

countries, European academics, researchers and human rights activists from other civil society 

organizations in Europe. 

Organized by the Europe-based diaspora organization BASUG, in collaboration with European 

Bangladesh Forum (EBF) and Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh, the conference was held at 

a time when the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council was going on at the UN in Geneva. 

A two minutes documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was screened in 

the program. Apart from her, the other speakers at the side event also reiterated the demand for the 

international recognition of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by Pakistan and urged the global 

community including the United Nations to recognize the 1971 genocide without wasting time. 

They said the time is right for recognition of Bangladesh Genocide adding, it is of great importance and 

an absolute necessity to honour the victims of 1971 genocide and their descendants through recognition. 

Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history, they added. 
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https://www.newagebd.net/article/182857/demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide-raised-at-un 

Thursday, October 06, 2022 

 

Bangladesh 
Demand for recognition of 1971 
genocide raised at UN 
Bangladesh Sangbad Sangstha . Dhaka | Published: 00:51, Oct 05,2022 

       

 Deputy permanent representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque has raised the 
demand for recognition of 1971 Genocide committed by Pakistan. 

‘The Bangladesh government has declared 25th March as Genocide Day. Bangladesh condemns 

genocides committed anywhere, everywhere. We will continue to raise our voice against genocide and 

demand justice and accountability for the victims of genocides.  We will also continue working for the 

recognition of 1971 genocide,’ she said.  

Sanchita Haque was addressing a side event at the United Nations in Geneva on Monday, according to a 

press release received in Dhaka on Tuesday. She said that International Crimes Tribunal was set up in 

Bangladesh to try the collaborators of the Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the 

genocide and the ICT is still continuing. 

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was also addressed by former 

High Court Justice in Sweden Justice Syed Asif Shakar, director of Development Research Cooperation, 

Brussels Professor Tazeen Murshad, brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl, communications 

director, Zurich Chris Blackburn, exiled chairman of United Kashmir People’s National Party Sardar 

Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, president of Baluch Voice Association, France Munir Mengal, Ansar Ahmed Ullah, 

President, EBF UK orgnaining secretary of All European Muktijoddah Sangsad Abul Kalam and Khalilur 

Rahman Mamun, president of International HR Commission BD, Switzerland.  

The participants in the side event were members of the Bangladesh community in different European 

countries, European academics, researchers and human rights activists from other civil society 

organisations in Europe. 

Organised by the Europe-based diaspora organisaion BASUG, in collaboration with European 

Bangladesh Forum and Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh, the conference was held at a time 

when the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council was going on at UN in Geneva. 

https://www.newagebd.net/article/182857/demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide-raised-at-un
https://www.newagebd.net/credit/Bangladesh%20Sangbad%20Sangstha%20.%20Dhaka
https://www.newagebd.net/
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A two minutes documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was screened in 

the program. 

Apart from her, the other speakers at the side event also reiterated the demand for the international 

recognition of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by Pakistan and urged the global community 

including the United Nations to recognise the 1971 genocide without wasting time. 

They said the time is right for recognition of Bangladesh Genocide adding, it is of great importance and 

an absolute necessity to honour the victims of 1971 genocide and their descendants through 

recognition. 

Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history, they added. 

 

World  
Seminar in UN Reiterates Demand 
for Recognition of 1971 Genocide 

 Photo: ah/basug, GERMANY 

http://our-voice-online.com/blog/seminar-in-un-reiterates-demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide/ 

Geneva, 3 October (OurVoice) : Speakers at a seminar at the United Nations in Geneva reiterated the 

demand for the international recognition of Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by Pakistan and 

http://our-voice-online.com/blog/category/world/
http://our-voice-online.com/blog/seminar-in-un-reiterates-demand-for-recognition-of-1971-genocide/
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urged the global community including the United Nations to recognise the 1971 genocide without any 

delay.   

They said, the time is right for recognition of Bangladesh Genocide adding, it is of great importance and 

an absolute necessity to honour the victims of 1971 genocide and their descendants through recognition. 

Unfortunately, Bangladesh genocide has today become a forgotten chapter in the history. 

Organized by the Europe-based diaspora organisaion BASUG, in collaboration with European 

Bangladesh Forum (EBF) and Switzerland Human Rights Forum Bangladesh the conference was held at a 

time when the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council was going on at UN in Geneva. A 2 minutes 

documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was screened in the program. 

It may be recalled that in 1971 Pakistan military committed one of the worst mass atrocities that the world 

witnessed in 20th century. The Pakistani occupation army in nine months killed approximately three 

million people, violated over two hundred thousand girls and women and forced ten million people to 

cross the border and take shelter in India. The 1971 Genocide by the Pakistan Army is well documented 

and reported in the international media and also in the diplomatic correspondences during that period. 

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was addressed by the Deputy 

Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque, former High Court Justice 

in Sweden Justice Syed Asif Shakar, Director of Development Research Cooperation, Brussels Professor 

Tazeen Murshad, Brand ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl, Communications Director, Zurich Chris 

Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United Kashmir People’s National Party Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, 

President of Baloch Voice Association, France Munir Mengal, EBF UK President Ansar Ahmed Ullah, 

Organising Secretary of All European Muktijoddah  Sangsad Abul Kalam Miah and President of 

International HR Commission BD, Switzerland Rahman Khalilur Mamun. 

Participants in the seminar were members of the Bangladesh community in different European countries, 

European academics, researchers and human rights activists from other civil society organisations in 

Europe. The side event was live telecast by London-based British Bangla News channel and watched in 

different cities across the world including Dhaka and New York. 
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Justice Syed Ali Shahkar said, for the international recognition of the 1971 genocide and to ensure justice 

to the victims and their family members, we must form an international commission including 

representatives also from Pakistan. Justice Syed Ali Shakar who is originally a Pakistani and now exiled 

in Sweden is an ardent supporter of Bangladesh and was vehement critic of Pakistan government and the 

military rule for their roles in Bangladesh in 1971 for which he was sent to jail for six months. 

In her speech Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva Sanchita Haque said, 

under the leadership of our Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the people of 

Bangladesh fought against discrimination, injustice, and oppression before their liberation in December 

1971. During the culmination of our struggle, the horrendous ‘Operation Search Light’ was carried out by 

the Pakistani military on 25th March 1971 targeting unarmed civilians. In the following nine months, the 

Pakistan Army unleashed brutalities including mass murder, rape, looting, and torture upon the civilians, 

including children and women in a deliberate manner to eliminate the Bengalis from the-then East 

Pakistan, which is proudly Bangladesh now. 

She added, in Bangladesh, International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up to try the collaborators of the 

Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide. And the ICT is still continuing. The 

Bangladesh Government has declared 25th March as Genocide Day. Bangladesh condemns genocides 

committed anywhere, everywhere. We will continue to raise our voice against genocide and demand 

justice and accountability for the victims of genocides. We will also continue working for the recognition 

of 1971 genocide 

Prof Dr. Tazeen Murshid said, the demand for international recognition should never stop. The West 

Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the intellectual and professional 

middle classes, who were the backbone of society, and students, who are the future torch bearers of their 

heritage. It sought to annihilate the Hindu population, and work with loyalists willing to do its bidding. 

They thus unleashed their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population at large, while recruiting allies from 

extremist religious groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists.  

She added, if an international tribunal is not possible, there could be a public trial in a People’s Court, 

even if no verdict can be carried out. The aim would be to document both individual and collective 

crimes, to debate them and pass sentences in order to provide a moral victory and closure. Or it could take 

the form of a Truth Commission. The evidence so gathered should be disseminated widely and at every 

opportunity. 
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The Friend of Bangladesh awardee Chris Blackburn said, Bangladesh wants international recognition for 

the crimes against humanity.  It’s probably the most promising time to achieve that goal. The United 

Nations like, the United States must also recognise the conflict as genocide, not just acknowledge the 

bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to the Nixon administration. Blood said it was a genocide. 

The UN should too. He appealed to the international community, history of 1971 is also our future. Please 

do the right and just thing. Recognise the genocide of 1971.  

Notably, BASUG and European Bangladesh Forum along with the cooperation partners have been 

continuing advocacy and campaign for about a decade for the international recognition of the 1971 

genocide through media talks, seminar, conference Brussels, the Hague, London, Geneva and other 

European cities. 

 
4 Oct 2022 

 

https://www.bssnews.net/bangla/national/61019 

 

জাতিসংঘ ভবনে সসতিোর : অতবলনে একাত্তনরর গণহিযার স্বীকৃতি চাই 

 

https://www.bssnews.net/bangla
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জেনেভা, ৪ অনটাবর ২০২২ (বাসস) :  জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ ভবনে অেুষ্ঠিি জসতিোনর বক্তারা ১৯৭১ সানে 

পাতিস্তাে িিত িৃ সংঘষ্ঠিি বাংোনেনের গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির োতব পেুবযৃক্ত িনরনেে। আর 

িােনেপে ো িনর িারা ১৯৭১ সানের গণহিযানি অতবেনে স্বীিত তি  জেওয়ার েেয োতিসংঘসহ তবশ্ব 

সম্প্রোনয়র প্রতি আহ্বাে োোে। ইউনরাপ তভতিি প্রবাসী সংগঠে বাসুগ এই জসতোনরর আনয়ােে িনর। 

বাংোনেনের গণহিযার স্বীিত তির অতিিার অিযন্ত গুরুত্বপূণ ৃ এবং আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির িািযনি ১৯৭১ এর 

গণহিযার তেিার এবং িানের বংেিরনের সম্মাে োোনো এিান্ত প্রনয়ােে। েুভাৃগযবেি, বাংোনেনের 

গণহিযা আে তবনশ্বর িানে ইতিহানসর এি তবস্মতি অিযায় হনয় োতিনয়নে। এই সনম্মেেষ্ঠি এিে এি সিনয় 

অেুষ্ঠিি হয়, যখে জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ িােবাতিিার িাউন্সিনের ৫১িি অতিনবেে চেনে। জসতিোনরর 

এই সাইড ইনভন্টষ্ঠি ইউনরাপ-তভতিি তিঙ্ক িযাঙ্ক ইউনরাপীয় বাংোনেে জ ারাি (ইতবএ ) এবং সইুোরেযান্ড 

িােবাতিিার িতিেে বাংোনেে এর সহনযাতগিায় অেুষ্ঠিি হয়। আনোচোর শুরুনি আিরা এিাির, 

প্রেন্ম এিাির ও বাসুগ তেতিিৃ এিষ্ঠি স্বল্পদেঘযৃ তভতডও চেন্সিত্র প্রেেেৃ িরা হয়। 

বাসুনগর জচয়ারিযাে তবিাে জচৌিুরী বিুয়ার সভাপতিনত্ব অেুিানে বক্তবয রানখে জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ 

বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি, সুইনডনের হাইনিানিৃর সানবি তবচারপতি সসয়ে আতস  

োিার,  ব্রানসেস তভতিি উন্নয়ে গনবষণা সহনযাতগিার পতরচােি অিযাপি ড. িান্সেে িুরতেে, োি ৃাতে 

জিনি প্রিাতেি ৫০ বের বাংোনেে এর সম্পােি ও বাংোনেনের ব্রযান্ড এযািনবনসডর ডযাতেনয়ে োইডে, 

েতুরখ এর জযাগানযাগ পতরচােি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ, ইউোইনিড িাশ্মীর তপপেস েযােোে পাষ্ঠিৃর তেব ৃাতসি 

জচয়ারিযাে সরোর েওিি আেী িাশ্মীতর, জবেচু ভনয়স অযানসাতসনয়েে, ফ্রাি এর সভাপতি িুতের জিঙ্গে, 

ইতবএ  ইউনি’র জপ্রতসনডন্ট আেসার আহনিে উল্লাহ, সব ৃ ইউনরাপীয় িুন্সক্তনযাদ্ধা সংসনের সাংগঠতেি 

সম্পােি আবুে িাোি তিয়া এবং ইন্টারেযােোে এইচআর িতিেে তবতড, সুইোরেযান্ড এর জপ্রতসনডন্ট 

রহিাে খতেেুর িািুে।  

উনল্লখয, ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তানের সািতরি বাতহেী এবং িানের স্থােীয় সহনযাগীরা তবংে েিাব্দীনি তবনশ্বর 

অেযিি েঘেযিি গণহিযা সংঘষ্ঠিি িনরতেে। পাতিস্তাতে েখেোর বাতহেী েয় িানস প্রায় ন্সত্রে োখ িােুষ 

হিযা িনর, েইু োনখরও জবতে োরীনি িষেৃ িনর এবং োখ োখ িােুষনি বািয িনর সীিান্ত পাতি তেনয় ভারনি 

আশ্রয় তেনি। পাতিস্তাে জসোবাতহেীর  ১৯৭১ সানের হিযাযনের খবর আন্তোৃতিি তিতডয়ায় প্রিাতেি 

এবং জসই সিনয়র িূিদেতিি তচষ্ঠঠপনত্র েতিভুক্ত এবং তরনপািৃ িরা হনয়নে। 

জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি িাাঁর বক্তনবয বনেে, োতির তপিা 
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বঙ্গবনু্ধ জেখ িুন্সেবুর রহিানের জেিত নত্ব বাংোনেনের িােুষ িৎিােীে পন্সিি পাতিস্তানের সবষিয ও 

জোষণ-তেপীিনের তবরুনদ্ধ ১৯৭১ সানের ২৫ িাচৃ জিনি তডনসের পযনৃ্ত েয়িাস েিাই িনরনে। ১৯৭১ 

সানের ২৫নে িাচৃ জিনি েীঘ ৃ েয় িাস পাতিস্তােী জসোবাতহেী বাংোনেনের তেরস্ত্র োরী-তেশুসহ সািারণ 

িােুনষর উপর অবণেৃীয় তেয ৃািে িনরনে। 

 বাংোনেনের িােুষ োতিসংনঘর িানে এই গণহিযার সুতবচার চায়। োতিসংনঘর স্বীিত তি চায়। 

বাংোনেে ইতিিনিয ২৫নে িাচৃনি গণহিযা তেবস তহনসনব জঘাষণা িনরনে। বাংোনেে সরিার এিািনরর 

গণহিযার েেয োয়ী বযন্সক্তনের তবচানরর আওিায় আেনি আন্তোৃতিি অপরাি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠে িনরনে। 

এোিা বাংোনেে সরিার তবনশ্বর জয জিাে োয়গায় তেয ৃািে-তেপীিে ও গণহিযার তেন্দা োোয়। তিতে এই 

স্পেিৃাির তবষনয় বাংোনেনের প্রতি তবশ্ববাতসর সিিেৃ আহ্বাে িনরে।  

তবচারপতি সসয়ে আেী োিার বনেে, গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি এবং সষ্ঠঠি তবচানরর েেয 

আন্তোৃতিি িতিেে গঠে িরনি হনব, জযখানে পাতিস্তানের পে জিনিও প্রতিতেতি িািনি হনব। বিিৃানে 

সুইনডনে তেব ৃাতসি পাতিস্তাতে এই োগতরি োিার বাংোনেনের এিেে প্রবে সিিিৃ এবং এিািনর 

গণহিযার িীব্র সিানোচি। ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তাে সরিার ও সািতরি োসনে বাংোনেনের পনে িার 

ভূতিিার েেয িানি েয় িানসর েেয িারাগানর পাঠানো হয়। 

অিযাপি ডাাঃ িান্সেে িুরতেে বনেে, আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির েেয আিানের প্রনচষ্টা োতব আোয় ো হওয়া 

পযনৃ্ত অবযাহি িািনব। যতে এ বযাপানর দ্রুি আন্তোৃতিি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠে িরা ো হয়, েেিার আোেি 

গঠে িনর এিািনরর গণহিযার এিি এবং সন্সম্মতেি হিযাযনের শুোতে েতিভুক্ত িরা হনব এবং োয়ী 

বযন্সক্ত ও প্রতিিানের তবরুনদ্ধ রায় জঘাষো িরা হনব, যতেও জসই রায় িাযিৃর িরা সম্ভব োও হনি পানর। এোিা 

এই গণহিযার রায় এবং েতেে ও প্রিাণ বযাপিভানব প্রচার িরা হনব।  

বাংোনেনের বনু্ধ পেনি ভূতষি আন্তোৃতিি সাংবাতেি ন্সিস ব্ল্যাািবাে ৃ বনেে, বাংোনেে গণহিযার িনিা 

িােবিা তবনরািী অপরানির আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি চায়। 

সাইড ইনভন্টষ্ঠি সরাসতর সম্প্রচার িনরনে েন্ডে তভতিি তব্রষ্ঠিে বাংো তেউে চযানেে, যা ঢািা ও 

তেউইয়িসৃহ  তবনশ্বর তবতভন্ন েগরীনি প্রেতেিৃ হনয়নে।  
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London, 4 Oct 2022 

https://banglamirrornews.com/2022/10/05/un-side-event-on-recognition-of-bangladesh-genocide/ 

UN side event on recognition of Bangladesh genocide 

 
 

Geneva, 3 October 2022: Speakers at a side event at the United Nations in Geneva demanded 
international recognition of the Bangladesh genocide in 1971 committed by Pakistan and urged the global 

community, including the United Nations, to recognise the 1971 genocide. 

They said the time is right for recognition of the Bangladesh genocide, adding it is of great importance 
and an absolute necessity to honour the victims of the 1971 genocide and their descendants through 

recognition. 
The Europe-based diaspora organisation BASUG, in collaboration with the European Bangladesh Forum 

(EBF) and International Human Rights Commission BD, Switzerland, held the conference during the 51st 
session of the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva. A documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo 

Ekattor and BASUG was screened too. 

Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was addressed by the Deputy 
Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva, Sanchita Haque, former High Court 

Justice of Sweden, of Pakistani origin, Syed Asif Shahkar, Director of Development Research Cooperation, 
Brussels, Professor Tazeen Murshid, Brand Ambassador of Bangladesh from Germany Daniel Seidl, Zurich 

based Swiss InterStrategy Group’s Communications Director Chris Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United 

Kashmir People’s National Party Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, President of Baloch Voice Association, from 
France, Munir Mengal, Ansar Ahmed Ullah, President, European Bangladesh Forum, Organising Secretary 

of All European Muktijoddah  Sangsad Abul Kalam Miah and Khalilur Rahman Mamun, President of 
International Human Rights Commission Bangladesh, Switzerland. 

Justice Syed Ali Shahkar said that for the international recognition of the 1971 genocide and to ensure 
justice for the victims and their family members, we must form an international commission, including 

representatives from Pakistan. Justice Syed Ali Shahkar, originally a Pakistani and now exiled in Sweden, 

is an ardent supporter of Bangladesh. He was a vehement critic of Pakistan’s military role in Bangladesh 
in 1971, for which he was sent to jail for six months. 

In her speech Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva, Sanchita Haque 
said under the leadership of our Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the people 

of Bangladesh fought against discrimination, injustice, and oppression before their liberation in December 

https://banglamirrornews.com/2022/10/05/un-side-event-on-recognition-of-bangladesh-genocide/
https://banglamirrornews.com/
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1971. During the culmination of our struggle, the Pakistani military carried out the horrendous ‘Operation 
Search Light’ on 25th March 1971, targeting unarmed civilians. In the following nine months, the Pakistan 

Army unleashed brutalities, including mass murder, rape, looting, and torture, upon civilians, including 
children and women, in a deliberate manner to eliminate the Bengalis from the then East Pakistan, which 

is proudly Bangladesh now. 

She added, in Bangladesh, International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up to try the collaborators of the 
Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide. And the ICT is continuing. The 

Bangladesh Government has declared 25th March as Genocide Day. Bangladesh condemns genocides 
committed anywhere, everywhere. We will continue to raise our voices against genocide and demand 

justice and accountability for the victims of genocide. We will also continue working for the recognition of 
the 1971 genocide. 

Prof Dr Tazeen Murshid said the demand for international recognition should never stop. The West 

Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the intellectual and professional 
middle classes, the backbone of society, and students, the future torch bearers of their heritage. It 

sought to annihilate the Hindu population and work with loyalists willing to do its bidding. Thus, they 
unleashed their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population while recruiting allies from extremist religious 

groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists. 

She added if an international tribunal is not possible, there could be a public trial in a People’s Court, 
even if no verdict can be carried out. The aim would be to document individual and collective crimes, 

debate them and pass sentences to provide a moral victory and closure. Or it could take the form of a 
Truth Commission. The evidence so gathered should be disseminated widely and at every opportunity. 

The Friend of Bangladesh awardee Chris Blackburn said Bangladesh wants international recognition for 
the crimes against humanity.  It’s probably the most promising time to achieve that goal. The United 

Nations, like, the United States, must also recognise the conflict as genocide, not just acknowledge the 

bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to the Nixon administration. Blood said it was a genocide. The 
UN should too. He appealed to the international community. The history of 1971 is also our future. Please 

do the right and just thing. Recognise the genocide of 1971. 
The event was organised by BASUG, EBF, and IHRCBD and supported by Amra Ekattor and Projonmo 
Ekattor. 

তবশ্ববাংো তেউে ২৪ 

আে : ০৮:১০, অনটাবর ১৩ , ২০২২, ২৮ আতশ্বে, ১৪২৯ 
 

 

 

UN side event reiterated the demand for recognitionising Bangaldesh’s 
genocide  

bisshobanglanews24, London 

http://www.bisshobanglanews24.com/
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আপনডি:০৬:৩৬, অনটাবর ৬ , ২০২২ 
http://www.bisshobanglanews24.com/nodes/nodes/view/type:news/slug:UN-side-event-reiterated-

the-demand-for-recognitionising-Bangaldesh%E2%80%99s-genocide 

 

 
Geneva, 3 October 2022: Speakers at a side event at the United Nations in Geneva 
reiterated the need for the international recognition of the Bangladesh genocide in 1971 
committed by Pakistan and urged the global community, including the United Nations, to 
recognise the 1971 genocide. 
The Europe-based diaspora organisation BASUG in collaboration with European 
Bangladesh Forum (EBF) and International Human Rights Commission, Switzerland, held 
the conference at the time of the 51st session of the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva. A 
documentary film made by Amra Ekattor, Projonmo Ekattor and BASUG was screened in 
the programme. 
Chaired by BASUG Chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua, the side event was addressed by 
the Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to the UN in Geneva, Sanchita Haque, 
former High Court Justice of Sweden, Pakistani origin, Syed Asif Shahkar, Director of 
Development Research Cooperation, Brussels Professor Tazeen Murshid, Brand 
Ambassador of Bangladesh Daniel Seidl from Germany, Swiss InterStrategy Group’s Chris 
Blackburn, exiled Chairman of United Kashmir People’s National Party Sardar Shaukat Ali 

http://www.bisshobanglanews24.com/nodes/nodes/view/type:news/slug:UN-side-event-reiterated-the-demand-for-recognitionising-Bangaldesh%E2%80%99s-genocide
http://www.bisshobanglanews24.com/nodes/nodes/view/type:news/slug:UN-side-event-reiterated-the-demand-for-recognitionising-Bangaldesh%E2%80%99s-genocide
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Kashmiri, President of Baloch Voice Association, from France Munir Mengal, Ansar Ahmed 
Ullah, President, European Bangladesh Forum, Organising Secretary of All European 
Muktijoddah Sangsad Abul Kalam Miah and Khalilur Rahman Mamun, President of 
International Human Rights Commission BD, Switzerland 
Justice Syed Ali Shahkar said that for the international recognition of the 1971 genocide 
and to ensure justice for the victims and their family members, we must form an 
international commission including representatives from Pakistan. Justice Syed Ali 
Shahkar, who is originally a Pakistani and now exiled in Sweden, is an ardent supporter of 
Bangladesh and was a vehement critic of Pakistan’s military role in Bangladesh in 1971, for 
which he was sent to jail for six months. 
In her speech Deputy Permanent Representative of Bangladesh to UN in Geneva, Sanchita 
Haque, said under the leadership of our Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the people of Bangladesh fought against discrimination, injustice, and oppression 
before their liberation in December 1971. During the culmination of our struggle, the 
Pakistani military carried out the horrendous ‘Operation Search Light’ on 25th March 1971, 
targeting unarmed civilians. In the following nine months, the Pakistan Army unleashed 
brutalities, including mass murder, rape, looting, and torture, upon the civilians, including 
children and women, in a deliberate manner to eliminate the Bengalis from the then East 
Pakistan, which is proudly Bangladesh now. 
She added, in Bangladesh, International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up to try the 
collaborators of the Pakistan Army who played a crucial role in facilitating the genocide. 
And the ICT is continuing. The Bangladesh Government has declared 25th March as 
Genocide Day. Bangladesh condemns genocides committed anywhere, everywhere. We will 
continue to raise our voices against genocide and demand justice and accountability for the 
victims of genocide. We will also continue working for the recognition of the 1971 genocide 
Prof Dr Tazeen Murshid said the demand for international recognition should never stop. 
The West Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the 
intellectual and professional middle classes, who were the backbone of society, and 
students, who are the future torch bearers of their heritage. It sought to annihilate the 
Hindu population and work with loyalists willing to do its bidding. Thus, they unleashed 
their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population while recruiting allies from extremist 
religious groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists. 

The Friend of Bangladesh awardee Chris Blackburn said Bangladesh wants international 
recognition for the crimes against humanity. It’s probably the most promising time to 
achieve that goal. The United Nations, like, the United States, must also recognise the 
conflict as genocide, not just acknowledge the bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to 
the Nixon administration. Blood said it was a genocide. The UN should too. He appealed to 
the international community, the history of 1971 is also our future. Please do the right and 
just thing. Recognise the genocide of 1971. 

The event was organised by BASUG, EBF, and IHRCBD and supported Amra Ekattor and 
Projonmo Ekattor.  
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https://www.jagonews24.com/national/news/799669 

4 October 2022 

োতিসংঘ ভবনে জসতিোনর এিািনরর গণহিযার 

স্বীিত তি োতব 
 

 তেেস্ব প্রতিনবেি 

 প্রিাতেি: ০৮:৪৪ তপএি, ০৪ অনটাবর ২০২২ 

 
X 

সুইোেযানন্ডর জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ ভবনে এি জসতিোনর বক্তারা ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তাতে হাোোর বাতহেীর 

হানি বাঙাতে োতির ওপর চাোনো গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির োতব োতেনয়নেে। 

ইউনরাপতভতিি প্রবাসীনের সংগঠে বাংোনেে সানপািৃ গ্রুপ (বাসুগ) এ জসতিোনরর আনয়ােে িনর। 

জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ িােবাতিিার িাউন্সিনের ৫১িি অতিনবেে চোিানে এ জসতিোরনি িাৎপযপৃূণ ৃ 

https://www.jagonews24.com/national/news/799669
https://www.jagonews24.com/author/staff-reporter
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তহনসনব জেখনেে আনয়ােিরা। ইউনরাপীয় বাংোনেে জ ারাি (ইতবএ ) এবং সুইোরেযান্ড িােবাতিিার 

িতিেে বাংোনেনের সহনযাতগিায় অেুষ্ঠিি জসতিোনরর শুরুনি আিরা এিাির, প্রেন্ম এিাির ও বাসুগ 

তেতিিৃ এিষ্ঠি স্বল্পদেঘযৃ তভতডও চেন্সিত্র প্রেেেৃ িরা হয়। 

বাসুনগর জচয়ারিযাে তবিাে জচৌিুরী বিুয়ার সভাপতিনত্ব অেুিানে বক্তবয রানখে জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ 

বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি, সইুনডনের হাইনিানিৃর সানবি তবচারপতি সসয়ে আতস  

োিার, ব্রানসেসতভতিি উন্নয়ে গনবষণা সহনযাতগিার পতরচােি অিযাপি ড. িান্সেে িরুতেে, োি ৃাতে 

জিনি প্রিাতেি ‘৫০ বের বাংোনেে’র সম্পােি ও বাংোনেনের ব্রযান্ড অযাোনসডর ডযাতেনয়ে োইডে, 

েতুরনখর জযাগানযাগ পতরচােি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ, ইউোইনিড িাশ্মীর তপপেস েযােোে পাষ্ঠিৃর তেব ৃাতসি 

জচয়ারিযাে সরোর েওিি আেী িাশ্মীতর, জবেুচ ভনয়স অযানসাতসনয়েে ফ্রানির সভাপতি িুতের জিঙ্গে, 

ইতবএ  ইউনির জপ্রতসনডন্ট আেসার আহনিে উল্লাহ, সব ৃ ইউনরাপীয় িুন্সক্তনযাদ্ধা সংসনের সাংগঠতেি 

সম্পােি আবুে িাোি তিয়া এবং ইন্টারেযােোে এইচআর িতিেে তবতড, সইুোরেযানন্ডর জপ্রতসনডন্ট 

রহিাে খতেেুর িািুে। 

জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি িার বক্তনবয বনেে, োতির তপিা 

বঙ্গবনু্ধ জেখ িুন্সেবুর রহিানের জেিত নত্ব বাংোনেনের িােুষ িৎিােীে পন্সিি পাতিস্তানের সবষিয ও 

জোষণ-তেপীিনের তবরুনদ্ধ ১৯৭১ সানের ২৫ িাচৃ জিনি তডনসের পযনৃ্ত ৯ িাস েিাই িনরনে। ১৯৭১ 

সানের ২৫ িাচৃ জিনি েীঘ ৃ ৯ িাস পাতিস্তাতে জসোবাতহেী বাংোনেনের তেরস্ত্র োরী-তেশুসহ সািারণ 

িােুনষর ওপর অবণেৃীয় তেয ৃািে িনরনে। বাংোনেনের িােুষ োতিসংনঘর িানে এ গণহিযার সুতবচার 

চায়। োতিসংনঘর স্বীিত তি চায়। 

তবচারপতি সসয়ে আেী োিার বনেে, গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি এবং সষ্ঠঠি তবচানরর েেয 

আন্তোৃতিি িতিেে গঠে িরনি হনব, জযখানে পাতিস্তানের পে জিনিও প্রতিতেতি িািনি হনব। 

সুইনডনে তেব ৃাতসি পাতিস্তাতে োগতরি আেী োিার বাংোনেনের এিেে প্রবে সিিিৃ এবং এিািনর 

গণহিযার িীব্র সিানোচি। ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তাে সরিার ও সািতরি োসনে বাংোনেনের পনে িার 

ভূতিিার েেয িানি েয়িানসর েেয িারাগানর পাঠানো হয়। 
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অিযাপি ডা. িান্সেে িুরতেে বনেে, আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির েেয আিানের প্রনচষ্টা োতব আোয় ো হওয়া 

পযনৃ্ত অবযাহি িািনব। যতে এ বযাপানর দ্রুি আন্তোৃতিি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠে িরা ো হয়, েেিার আোেি 

গঠে িনর এিািনরর গণহিযার এিি এবং সন্সম্মতেি হিযাযনের শুোতে েতিভুক্ত িরা হনব এবং োয়ী 

বযন্সক্ত ও প্রতিিানের তবরুনদ্ধ রায় জঘাষণা িরা হনব। 

বাংোনেনের বনু্ধ পেনি ভূতষি আন্তোৃতিি সাংবাতেি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ বনেে, বাংোনেে গণহিযার িনিা 

িােবিাতবনরািী অপরানির আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি চায়। 

 

https://shottobani.com/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0

%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%a1-

%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%ad%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%9f-

%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae 
 

োতিসংনঘ সাইড ইনভন্ট জসতিোর: এিািনরর গণহিযানি স্বীিত তি জেওয়ার োতব পুেবযৃক্ত 

প্রিাোঃ Oct 4, 2022, London 

ইউনরাপীয়াে.কনরসপনেন্ট 

সিযবাণী 

https://shottobani.com/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%a1-%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%ad%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%9f-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae
https://shottobani.com/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%a1-%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%ad%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%9f-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae
https://shottobani.com/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%a1-%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%ad%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%9f-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae
https://shottobani.com/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%a1-%e0%a6%87%e0%a6%ad%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%9f-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae
https://shottobani.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/D94D40EB-6A23-4A0F-A4F5-23615227E52F-scaled.jpeg
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সজনেভা, ৩ অনটাবর ২০২২: জেনেভায় োতিসংঘভবনে অেুষ্ঠিি জসতিোনর বক্তারা পাতিস্তাে িিত িৃ 

সংঘষ্ঠিি ১৯৭১ সানে বাংোনেনের গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির োতব পুেবযৃক্ত িনরনেে এবং িাে 

জেপণ ো িনর ১৯৭১ সানের গণহিযানি স্বীিত তি জেওয়ার েেয োতিসংঘসহ তবশ্ব সম্প্রোনয়র প্রতি আহ্বাে 

োোে। বাংোনেনের গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিিস্বীিত তির িািযনি ১৯৭১ এর গণহিযার তেিার এবং িানের 

বংেিরনের সম্মাে োোনো এিান্ত প্রনয়ােে। 

ইউনরাপ তভতিি প্রবাসী সংগঠে বাসুগ আনয়ান্সেি এই সনম্মেেষ্ঠি এিে এি সিনয় অেুষ্ঠিি হয় যখে 

জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ িােবাতিিার িাউন্সিনের ৫১িি অতিনবেে চেনে। সাইড ইনভন্টষ্ঠি ইউনরাপ-তভতিি 

তিঙ্ক িযাঙ্ক ইউনরাপীয় বাংোনেে জ ারাি (ইতবএ ) এবং সুইোরেযান্ড িােবাতিিার িতিেে বাংোনেে এর 

সহনযাতগিায় অেুষ্ঠিি হয়। আনোচোর শুরুনি আিরা এিাির, প্রেন্ম এিাির ও বাসুগ তেতিিৃ এিষ্ঠি 

স্বল্পদেঘযৃ তভতডও চেন্সিত্র প্রেেেৃ িরা হয়। 

বাসুনগর জচয়ারিযাে তবিাে জচৌিুরী বিুয়ার সভাপতিনত্ব অেুিানে বক্তবয রানখে জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ 

বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি, সইুনডনের হাইনিানিৃর সানবি তবচারপতি,পাতিস্তােী বংেেিূ, 

সসয়ে আতস  োিার, ব্রানসেসতভতিি উন্নয়ে গনবষণা সহনযাতগিার পতরচােি অিযাপি ড. িান্সেে 

িুরতেে, োি ৃাতে জিনি প্রিাতেি৫০ বের বাংোনেে এর সম্পােি ও বাংোনেনের ব্রযান্ড এযািনবনসডর 

ডযাতেনয়ে োইডে, সুইস ইন্টারস্ট্রানিন্সে গ্রুনপর এর জযাগানযাগ পতরচােি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ, ইউোইনিড 

িাশ্মীর তপপেস েযােোে পাষ্ঠিৃর তেব ৃাতসি জচয়ারিযাে সরোর েওিি আেী িাশ্মীতর, জবেুচ ভনয়স 

অযানসাতসনয়েে, ফ্রাি, এরসভাপতি িুতের জিঙ্গে, ইউনরাতপয়াে বাংোনেে জ ারানির সভাপতি আেসার 

আহনিে উল্লাহ, সব ৃ ইউনরাপীয় িুন্সক্তনযাদ্ধা সংসনের সাংগঠতেি সম্পােি আবুে িাোি তিয়া এবং 

ইন্টারেযােোে এইচআর িতিেে তবতড, সুইোরেযান্ড এর জপ্রতসনডন্ট রহিাে খতেেুর িািুে। 

সাইড ইনভনন্ট অংেগ্রহণিারীরা তেনেে ইউনরানপর তবতভন্ন জেনে িিরৃি বাংোনেেী িতিউতেষ্ঠির 

সেসয,তেোতবে, গনবষি এবং ইউনরানপর অেযােয সুেীে সংগঠে ও িােবাতিিার িিী, যারা তেবসষ্ঠির 

অেযােয পাশ্ব ৃ ইনভনন্ট অংে তেনি োতিসংঘ ভবনে উপতস্থি তেনেে। 

জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি িাাঁর বক্তনবয বনেে, োতিরতপিা বঙ্গবনু্ধ 

জেখ িুন্সেবুর রহিানের জেিত নত্ববাংোনেনের িােুষ িৎিােীে পন্সিি পাতিস্তানেরদবষিয ও জোষণ-

তেপীিনের তবরুনদ্ধ ১৯৭১ সানেরতডনসের িানস অন্সেিৃ  তবেয় পযনৃ্ত েিাই িনরনে।তিন্তু ১৯৭১ সানের 

২৫নে িাচৃ জিনি েীঘ ৃ েয় িাসপাতিস্তােী জসোবাতহেী বাংোনেনের তেরস্ত্র োরী-তেশুসহ সািারণ িােুনষর 

উপর অবণেৃীয় তেয ৃািে িনরনে।বাংোনেে ইতিিনিয ২৫নে িাচৃনি গণহিযা তেবসতহনসনব জঘাষণা িনরনে। 

বাংোনেে সরিার এিািনররগণহিযার েেয োয়ী বযন্সক্তনের তবচানরর আওিায়আেনি আন্তোৃতিি 

অপরাি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠেিনরনে। এোিা বাংোনেে সরিার তবনশ্বর জয জিােোয়গায় তেয ৃািে-তেপীিে ও 

গণহিযার তেন্দাোোয়। 

তবচারপতি সসয়ে আেী োিার বনেে, গণহিযারআন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি এবং সষ্ঠঠি তবচানরর েেযআন্তোৃতিি 

িতিেে গঠে িরনি হনব, জযখানেপাতিস্তানের পে জিনিও প্রতিতেতি িািনি হনব। সসয়ে আেী োিার 
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িূেি এিেে পাতিস্তাতে এবং বিিৃানে সুইনডনে তেব ৃাতসি। তিতে বাংোনেনের এিেে প্রবে সিিিৃ এবং 

এিািনর গণহিযার িীব্র সিানোচি। ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তাে সরিার িার ভূতিিার েেয িানি েয় িানসর 

েেয িারাগানর পাঠায় । 

অিযাপি ডাাঃ িান্সেে িরুতেে বনেে, আন্তোৃতিিস্বীিত তির েেয আিানের প্রনচষ্টা োতব আোয় ো 

হওয়াপযনৃ্ত অবযাহি িািনব। যতে এ বযাপানর দ্রুিআন্তোৃতিি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠে িরা ো হয়, 

েেিারআোেি গঠে িনর এিািনরর গণহিযার, হিযাযনেরশুোেী েতিভুক্ত িরা হনব এবং োয়ী বযন্সক্ত 

ওপ্রতিিানের তবরুনদ্ধ রায় জঘাষো িরা হনব, যতেও জসইরায় িাযিৃর িরা সম্ভব োও হয়। এোিা এই 

গণহিযাররায় এবং েতেে ও প্রিাণ বযাপিভানব প্রচার িরা হনব। 

বাংোনেনের বনু্ধ পেনি ভূতষি আন্তোৃতিি সাংবাতেি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ বনেে, বাংোনেে গণহিযার িনিা 

িােবিা তবনরািী অপরানির আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি চায়। 

 

 
জাতিসংনঘ অেুষ্ঠিি সসতিোনর একাত্তনরর গণহিযানক 
স্বীকৃতি সেওয়ার োতব পুেবয্ক্ত 

Germany, 3 Oct 2022 

http://our-voice-
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েতবাঃ এএইচ/বাসুগ 

জেনেভা, ৩ অনটাবর (আওয়ার ভনয়স): জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ ভবনে অেুষ্ঠিি জসতিোনর বক্তারা পাতিস্তাে িিত িৃ 

সংঘষ্ঠিি ১৯৭১ সানে বাংোনেনের গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির োতব পুেবযৃক্ত িনরনেে এবং িাে জেপণ ো 

িনর ১৯৭১ সানের গণহিযানি স্বীিত তি জেওয়ার েেয োতিসংঘসহ তবশ্ব সম্প্রোনয়র প্রতি আহ্বাে োোে। 

বাংোনেনের গণহিযার স্বীিত তির অতিিার অিযন্ত গুরুত্বপূণ ৃ এবং আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির িািযনি ১৯৭১ এর 

গণহিযার তেিার এবং িানের বংেিরনের সম্মাে োোনো এিান্ত প্রনয়ােে। েুভাৃগযবেি, বাংোনেনের গণহিযা 

আে ইতিহানসর এি তবস্মতি অিযায় হনয় ো াঁতিনয়নে। 

http://our-voice-online.com/bn/2022/10/04/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%85%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%b7%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%a0%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a4-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a8%e0%a6%be/
http://our-voice-online.com/bn/2022/10/04/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%85%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%b7%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%a0%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a4-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a8%e0%a6%be/
http://our-voice-online.com/bn/2022/10/04/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%85%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%b7%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%a0%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a4-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a8%e0%a6%be/
http://our-voice-online.com/bn/2022/10/04/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%85%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%b7%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%a0%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a4-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a8%e0%a6%be/
http://our-voice-online.com/bn/2022/10/04/%e0%a6%9c%e0%a6%be%e0%a6%a4%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%b8%e0%a6%82%e0%a6%98%e0%a7%87-%e0%a6%85%e0%a6%a8%e0%a7%81%e0%a6%b7%e0%a7%8d%e0%a6%a0%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a4-%e0%a6%b8%e0%a7%87%e0%a6%ae%e0%a6%bf%e0%a6%a8%e0%a6%be/
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ইউনরাপ তভতিি প্রবাসী সংগঠে বাসুগ আনয়ান্সেি এই সনম্মেেষ্ঠি এিে এি সিনয় অেুষ্ঠিি হয় যখে জেনেভায় 

োতিসংঘ িােবাতিিার িাউন্সিনের ৫১িি অতিনবেে চেনে। সাইড ইনভন্টষ্ঠি ইউনরাপ-তভতিি তিঙ্ক িযাঙ্ক 

ইউনরাপীয় বাংোনেে জ ারাি (ইতবএ ) এবং সুইোরেযান্ড িােবাতিিার িতিেে বাংোনেে এর সহনযাতগিায় 

অেুষ্ঠিি হয়। আনোচোর শুরুনি আিরা এিাির, প্রেন্ম এিাির ও বাসুগ তেতিিৃ এিষ্ঠি স্বল্পদেঘযৃ তভতডও চেন্সিত্র 

প্রেেেৃ িরা হয়। 

উনল্লখয, ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তানের সািতরি বাতহেী এবং িানের স্থােীয় সহনযাগীরা তবংে েিাব্দীনি তবশ্ব প্রিযে িরা 

অেযিি সবনচনয় েঘেযিি গণহিযা িনরতেে। পাতিস্তাতে েখেোর বাতহেী েয় িানস প্রায় ন্সত্রে োখ িােুষ হিযা 

িনর, েুই োনখরও জবতে জিনয় ও োরীনি িষেৃ িনর এবং োখ োখ িােুষনি বািয িনর সীিান্ত পাতি তেনয় ভারনি 

আশ্রয় তেনি। পাতিস্তাে জসোবাতহেী িিত িৃ ১৯৭১ সানের গণহিযা আন্তোৃতিি তিতডয়া এবং জসই সিয়িানে 

িূিদেতিি তচষ্ঠঠপনত্র েতিভুক্ত এবং তরনপািৃ িরা হনয়নে। 

বাসুনগর জচয়ারিযাে তবিাে জচৌিুরী বিুয়ার সভাপতিনত্ব অেুিানে বক্তবয রানখে জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ বাংোনেনের 

উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি, সুইনডনের হাইনিানিৃর সানবি তবচারপতি সসয়ে আতস  োিার, ব্রানসেস তভতিি 

উন্নয়ে গনবষণা সহনযাতগিার পতরচােি অিযাপি ড. িান্সেে িুরতেে, োি ৃাতে জিনি প্রিাতেি ৫০ বের বাংোনেে 

এর সম্পােি ও বাংোনেনের ব্রযান্ড এযািনবনসডর ডযাতেনয়ে োইডে, েতুরখ এর জযাগানযাগ পতরচােি ন্সিস 

ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ, ইউোইনিড িাশ্মীর তপপেস েযােোে পাষ্ঠিৃর তেব ৃাতসি জচয়ারিযাে সরোর েওিি আেী িাশ্মীতর, জবেুচ 

ভনয়স অযানসাতসনয়েে, ফ্রাি এর সভাপতি িুতের জিঙ্গে, ইতবএ  ইউনি’র জপ্রতসনডন্ট আেসার আহনিে উল্লাহ, 

সব ৃ ইউনরাপীয় িুন্সক্তনযাদ্ধা সংসনের সাংগঠতেি সম্পােি আবুে িাোি তিয়া এবং ইন্টারেযােোে এইচআর 

িতিেে তবতড, সুইোরেযান্ড এর জপ্রতসনডন্ট রহিাে খতেেুর িািুে। 
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সাইড ইনভনন্ট অংেগ্রহণিারীরা তেনেে ইউনরানপর তবতভন্ন জেনে িিরৃি বাংোনেেী িতিউতেষ্ঠির সেসয, তেোতবে, 

গনবষি এবং ইউনরানপর অেযােয সুেীে সংগঠে ও িােবাতিিার িিী, যারা তেবসষ্ঠির অেযােয পাশ্ব ৃ ইনভনন্ট অংে 

তেনি োতিসংঘ ভবনে উপতস্থি তেনেে। সাইড ইনভন্টষ্ঠি সরাসতর সম্প্রচার িনরনে েন্ডে তভতিি তব্রষ্ঠিে বাংো 

তেউে চযানেে, যা ঢািা ও তেউইয়ি ৃসহ  তবনশ্বর তবতভন্ন েগরীনি প্রেতেিৃ হনয়নে। 

জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি িাাঁর বক্তনবয বনেে, োতির তপিা বঙ্গবনু্ধ জেখ 

িুন্সেবুর রহিানের জেিত নত্ব বাংোনেনের িােুষ িৎিােীে পন্সিি পাতিস্তানের সবষিয ও জোষণ-তেপীিনের তবরুনদ্ধ 

১৯৭১ সানের তডনসের িানস অন্সেিৃ স্বািীেিা পযনৃ্ত েিাই িনরনে। তিন্তু ১৯৭১ সানের ২৫জে িাচৃ জিনি েীঘ ৃ েয় 

িাস পাতিস্তােী জসোবাতহেী বাংোনেনের তেরস্ত্র োরী-তেশু সহ সািারণ িােুনষর উপর অবণেৃীয় তেয ৃািে িনরনে। 

বাংোনেে ইতিিনিয ২৫জে িাচৃনি গণহিযা তেবস তহনসনব জঘাষণা িনরনে। বাংোনেে সরিার এিািনরর গণহিযার 

েেয োয়ী বযন্সক্তনের তবচানরর আওিায় আেনি আন্তোৃতিি অপরাি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠে িনরনে। এোিা বাংোনেে 

সরিার তবনশ্বর জয জিাে োয়গায় তেয ৃািে-তেপীিে ও গণহিযার তেন্দা োোয়। 

পাতিস্তাতে-সুইতডে তবচারপতি সসয়ে আেী োিার বনেে, গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি এবং সষ্ঠঠি তবচানরর েেয 

আন্তোৃতিি িতিেে গঠে িরনি হনব, জযখানে পাতিস্তানের পে জিনিও প্রতিতেতি িািনি হনব। তবচারপতি 

সসয়ে আেী োিার িূেি এিেে পাতিস্তাতে এবং বিিৃানে সুইনডনে তেব ৃাতসি। তিতে বাংোনেনের এিেে প্রবে 

সিিিৃ এবং এিািনর গণহিযার িীব্র সিানোচি। ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তাে সরিার ও সািতরি োসনে বাংোনেনে 

িানের ভূতিিার েেয িানি েয় িানসর েেয িারাগানর পাঠানো হয়। 

অিযাপি ডাাঃ িান্সেে িুরতেে বনেে, আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির েেয আিানের প্রনচষ্টা োতব আোয় ো হওয়া পযনৃ্ত 

অবযাহি িািনব। যতে এ বযাপানর দ্রুি আন্তোৃতিি ট্রাইবুযোে গঠে িরা ো হয়, েেিার আোেি গঠে িনর 

এিািনরর গণহিযার এিি এবং সন্সম্মতেি হিযাযনের শুোেী েতিভুক্ত িরা হনব এবং োয়ী বযন্সক্ত ও প্রতিিানের 

তবরুনদ্ধ রায় জঘাষো িরা হনব, যতেও জসই রায় িাযিৃর িরা সম্ভব োও হয়। এোিা এই গণহিযার রায় এবং েতেে ও 

প্রিাণ বযাপিভানব প্রচার িরা হনব। 

বাংোনেনের বনু্ধ পেনি ভূতষি আন্তোৃতিি সাংবাতেি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ বনেে, বাংোনেে গণহিযার িনিা িােবিা 

তবনরািী অপরানির আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি চায়। আতি িনে িতর, এষ্ঠি সবনচনয় সষ্ঠঠি সিয় এিািনরর গণহিযার 

আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির। িাতিেৃ যুক্তরানের েতেনে জযভানব এিািনরর গণহিযার প্রিাে উনঠ এনসনে, োতিসংঘনিও 

এিার স্বীিত তি তেনি হনব। উনল্লখয, বাসুগ ও ইউনরাপীয় বাংোনেে জ ারাি অেযােয সহনযাগী সংগঠেগুনোনি সানি 

তেনয় ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তােী জসো সেসয এবং িানের জোসরনের সংঘষ্ঠিি গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির োতবনি 

প্রায় এি েেি িনর ব্রানসেস, েয জহগ, জেনেভা, েন্ডে সহ ইউনরানপর তবতভন্ন েগরীনি তিতডয়া িযানম্পইে, 

সনম্মেে, জসতিোর ও িােববন্ধে িনর আসনে। 
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সেতেি তসনেি ডিিি: জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ ভবনে অেুষ্ঠিি জসতিোনর বক্তারা পাতিস্তাে িিত িৃ 

সংঘষ্ঠিি ১৯৭১ সানে বাংোনেনের গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির োতব পুেবযৃক্ত িনরনেে এবং িাে 

জেপণ ো িনর ১৯৭১ সানের গণহিযানি স্বীিত তি জেওয়ার েেয োতিসংঘসহ তবশ্ব সম্প্রোনয়র প্রতি 

আহ্বাে োোে। বাংোনেনের গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তির িািযনি ১৯৭১ এর গণহিযার তেিার এবং 

িানের বংেিরনের সম্মাে োোনো এিান্ত প্রনয়ােে। 

ইউনরাপ তভতিি প্রবাসী সংগঠে বাসুগ আনয়ান্সেি এই সনম্মেেষ্ঠি এিে এি সিনয় অেুষ্ঠিি হয় যখে 

জেনেভায় োতিসংঘ িােবাতিিার িাউন্সিনের ৫১িি অতিনবেে চেনে। সাইড ইনভন্টষ্ঠি ইউনরাপ-
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তভতিি তিঙ্ক িযাঙ্ক ইউনরাপীয় বাংোনেে জ ারাি (ইতবএ ) এবং সইুোরেযান্ড িােবাতিিার িতিেে 

বাংোনেে এর সহনযাতগিায় অেুষ্ঠিি হয়। আনোচোর শুরুনি আিরা এিাির, প্রেন্ম এিাির ও বাসুগ 

তেতিিৃ এিষ্ঠি স্বল্পদেঘযৃ তভতডও চেন্সিত্র প্রেেেৃ িরা হয়। 

বাসুনগর জচয়ারিযাে তবিাে জচৌিুরী বিুয়ার সভাপতিনত্ব অেুিানে বক্তবয রানখে জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ 

বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি, সুইনডনের হাইনিানিৃর সানবি তবচারপতি, পাতিস্তােী 

বংেেিূ, সসয়ে আতস  োিার, ব্রানসেস তভতিি উন্নয়ে গনবষণা সহনযাতগিার পতরচােি অিযাপি ড. 

িান্সেে িুরতেে, োি ৃাতে জিনি প্রিাতেি ৫০ বের বাংোনেে এর সম্পােি ও বাংোনেনের ব্রযান্ড 

এযািনবনসডর ডযাতেনয়ে োইডে, সইুস ইন্টারস্ট্রানিন্সে গ্রুনপর এর জযাগানযাগ পতরচােি ন্সিস ব্ল্যািবাে ৃ, 

ইউোইনিড িাশ্মীর তপপেস েযােোে পাষ্ঠিৃর তেব ৃাতসি জচয়ারিযাে সরোর েওিি আেী িাশ্মীতর, জবেুচ 

ভনয়স অযানসাতসনয়েে, ফ্রাি, এর সভাপতি িুতের জিঙ্গে, ইউনরাতপয়াে বাংোনেে জ ারানির সভাপতি 

আেসার আহনিে উল্লাহ, সব ৃ ইউনরাপীয় িুন্সক্তনযাদ্ধা সংসনের সাংগঠতেি সম্পােি আবুে িাোি তিয়া, 

ইন্টারেযােোে এইচআর িতিেে তবতড, সইুোরেযান্ড এর জপ্রতসনডন্ট রহিাে খতেেুর িািুে এবং 

ইউনরাতপয়াে বাংোনেে জ ারানির সভাপতি আেসার আহনিে উল্লাহ । 

সাইড ইনভনন্ট অংেগ্রহণিারীরা তেনেে ইউনরানপর তবতভন্ন জেনে িিরৃি বাংোনেেী িতিউতেষ্ঠির সেসয, 

তেোতবে, গনবষি এবং ইউনরানপর অেযােয সুেীে সংগঠে ও িােবাতিিার িিী, যারা তেবসষ্ঠির অেযােয 

পাশ্ব ৃ ইনভনন্ট অংে তেনি োতিসংঘ ভবনে উপতস্থি তেনেে। 

জেনেভায় োতিসংনঘ বাংোনেনের উপ-স্থায়ী প্রতিতেতি সন্সিিা হি িাাঁর বক্তনবয বনেে, োতির তপিা 

বঙ্গবনু্ধ জেখ িুন্সেবরু রহিানের জেিত নত্ব বাংোনেনের িােুষ িৎিােীে পন্সিি পাতিস্তানের সবষিয ও 

জোষণ-তেপীিনের তবরুনদ্ধ ১৯৭১ সানের তডনসের িানস অন্সেিৃ তবেয় পযনৃ্ত েিাই িনরনে। তিন্তু ১৯৭১ 

সানের ২৫নে িাচৃ জিনি েীঘ ৃ েয় িাস পাতিস্তােী জসোবাতহেী বাংোনেনের তেরস্ত্র োরী-তেশু সহ সািারণ 

িােুনষর উপর অবণেৃীয় তেয ৃািে িনরনে। বাংোনেে ইতিিনিয ২৫নে িাচৃনি গণহিযা তেবস তহনসনব 

জঘাষণা িনরনে। বাংোনেে সরিার এিািনরর গণহিযার েেয োয়ী বযন্সক্তনের তবচানরর আওিায় আেনি 

আন্তোৃতিি অপরাি ট্রাইবযুোে গঠে িনরনে। এোিা বাংোনেে সরিার তবনশ্বর জয জিাে োয়গায় 

তেয ৃািে-তেপীিে ও গণহিযার তেন্দা োোয়। 

তবচারপতি সসয়ে আেী োিার বনেে, গণহিযার আন্তোৃতিি স্বীিত তি এবং সষ্ঠঠি তবচানরর েেয 

আন্তোৃতিি িতিেে গঠে িরনি হনব, জযখানে পাতিস্তানের পে জিনিও প্রতিতেতি িািনি হনব। সসয়ে 

আেী োিার িূেি এিেে পাতিস্তাতে এবং বিিৃানে সুইনডনে তেব ৃাতসি। তিতে বাংোনেনের এিেে 

প্রবে সিিিৃ এবং এিািনর গণহিযার িীব্র সিানোচি। ১৯৭১ সানে পাতিস্তাে সরিার িার ভূতিিার 

েেয িানি েয় িানসর েেয িারাগানর পাঠায় । 
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Journalism Without Fear or Favour 

Genocide in 1971: US congressmen move 
to give it recognition 

Introduce bipartisan resolution 

Diplomatic Correspondent 

Sun Oct 16, 2022 08:40 AM Last update on: Sun Oct 16, 2022 09:04 AM 

 

Two US lawmakers introduced a historic bipartisan resolution at the House of Representatives 

urging recognition of the genocide committed by the Pakistan Armed Forces against Bangalis in 

1971. 

They called on Congress to condemn the atrocities and Pakistan to apologise to the people of 

Bangladesh for its role in the genocide, and prosecute, in accordance with international law, any 

perpetrators who are still living. 

For all latest news, follow The Daily Star's Google News channel. 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAiECW73usLivqPCSeQRsSUvRQqFAgKIhAlu97rC4r6jwknkEbElL0U
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAiECW73usLivqPCSeQRsSUvRQqFAgKIhAlu97rC4r6jwknkEbElL0U
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Republican Congressman Steve Chabot, ranking member of the House Foreign Affairs 

Committee's Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific, and co-chair of the Bangladesh Caucus, and 

Democrat Congressman Ro Khanna introduced the resolution on Friday.  

Liberation War Affairs Minister AKM Mozammel Haque  commended the congressmen. 

Belgium-based International Crimes Strategy Forum's board member Ahmed Ziauddin termed 

the resolution historic and said it will have practical consequences globally as the US has its own 

law defining its role once any such resolution is passed. 

Congressman Steve Chabot said millions of people were killed [in 1971] in what is now 

Bangladesh and many of them were Hindu. 

"And it was, in my opinion, a genocide just like other genocides – like the Holocaust – happened. 

And there were others that have occurred, and this was one that, thus far, hasn't really been 

declared by definition. And we are working on this now," he said in a statement issued by the 

Human Rights Congress for Bangladesh Minorities (HRCBM). 

"The Bangladesh Genocide of 1971 must not be forgotten… We must not let the years e rase the 

memory of the millions who were massacred. Recognizing the genocide strengthens the historical 

record, educates our fellow Americans, and lets would-be perpetrators know such crimes will not 

be tolerated or forgotten," said Chabot. 

The resolution described how the West Pakistani elites deprived the Banglalis of economic, 

social, and political rights, treating them as a lesser people.  

It also mentioned General Yahya Khan's order to the top military brass to kill the Bangalis on 

March 25, 1971. The resolution also mentioned Bangladesh government's estimate that three 

million people were killed and 200,000 women raped.  

It sought that the US reaffirms its commitment to promote peace, stability and intercommunal 

harmony in the Indo-Pacific region, and the right of all people living in the region, regardless of 

national, racial, ethnic or religious background, to enjoy the benefits of democratic institutions, 

rule of law, freedom of religion and economic opportunity. 

Ahmed Ziauddin said the resolution rightly pointed out the historical facts. Aroma Dutta, MP, 

whose grandfather Dhirendra Nath Datta and uncle Dilip Datta were killed by the Pakistan 

Armed Forces in 1971, said, she wants the killers to be punished for murdering innocent people, 

including the elderly, young women, and children. 

"My family and I have still not recovered from the trauma and suffering. I, along with other 

family members of the martyrs, demand recognition of this genocide in which millions were 

raped and killed," she said in the statement. 

HRCBM Executive Director Priya Saha said as a survivor, she hopes that the resolution will 

initiate a detailed action plan to ensure that the Biden administration holds the Pakistan Army 

and their Bangladeshi collaborators – the Razakars, Al-Shams, Al-Badr, and Jamaat-e-Islami – 

accountable. 
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PRE-EVENT ANP NEWS 

 

 

‘Bangladesh seeks justice: Recognition of 

1971 Genocide’ 

 27-09-2022 16:41 | 2 weken geleden 
 
Dit is een origineel bericht van 
European Bangladesh Forum 

 

Monday 03 October 2022 | (4 pm – 5 pm) | Venue: Room- XXV | Palais des Nations, Geneva, 
Switzerland 

Geneva: European Bangladesh Forum, a platform of Bangladeshi Europeans in collaboration with 

Stichting BASUG and the International Human Rights Commission Bangladesh, Switzerland will 

hold a Side Event’ on ‘Bangladesh seeks justice: Recognition of 1971 Genocide’ on Monday 03 

October 2022 at 4 p.m. at the UN building, Room XXV in Geneva, Switzerland during the on-

going 51st Session of the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC). 

A number of experts, academics, university teachers, researchers from the UK, Germany, 
Belgium and Switzerland will take part in the conference as speakers. The speakers include 
former High Court Justice in Sweden Mr. Syed Asif Shahkar, recipient of 'Friend of Bangladesh' 
Award, Mr Chris Blackburn, Communications Director, Swiss InterStrategy, Zurich, also a 
recipient of ‘Friend of Bangladesh’ award, Professor Ms. Dr. Tazeen Murshid, historian & writer 
and Director of the Development Research Cooperation, Brussels, Mr. Daniel Seidl, Editor, 50 
Years Bangladesh, Munich, Germany and Mr. Sardar Shaukat Ali Kashmiri, Chairman, United 
Kashmir People’s National Party (UKPNP). It will also be addressed by Mr Ansar Ahmed Ullah, 
President, EBF and BASUG Country Coordinator in UK, Mr. Khalilur Rahman, President, 

https://www.perssupport.nl/
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International HR Commission BD, Switzerland. Mr. Bikash Chowdhury Barua, Chairman of 
BASUG & EBF Netherlands will chair the side event. 

It should be mentioned that the 1971 Genocide in Bangladesh committed by the Pakistani 
military is one of the worst mass atrocities that the world witnessed in the 20th century. The 
Pakistani occupation army in nine months killed approximately three million people, violated over 
two hundred thousand women and forced ten million people to cross the border and take shelter 
in India. 

Without further delay, there needs to be recognition of the Bangladesh genocide and an UN-
sponsored Resolution condemnation against Pakistan for its role in 1971 in Bangladesh. The 
perpetrators of the 1971 genocide must be brought to justice. The new generation must know 
what treatment was meted out to the people of Bangladesh who deserve justice . Due to lack of 
international recognition, the history of that horror, the 1971 genocide has become faded in the 
world context today. Bangladesh community in Europe feel that the 1971 GENOCIDE should be 
recognised by the international community to give justice to the victims of the atrocities 
committed by the Pakistan Army and its political leadership in 1971. 

The Side event will be telecast live by the London-based British Bangladesh News TV channel 
and can be watched at the following links: YouTube link : youtu.be/zGV8xyysnwg and Facebook 
link : m.facebook.com/events/193  

 

 

https://youtu.be/zGV8xyysnwg
https://m.facebook.com/events/1933356437004497
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TV COVERAGE 

JAMUNA TV, Dhaka 

https://fb.watch/f-8tFaas6t/ 

 

ION TV, Londn 

https://youtu.be/nkwWErk5JYo 

 

https://fb.watch/f-8tFaas6t/
https://youtu.be/nkwWErk5JYo
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       PAPERS  
 
Recognition for the Genocide in Bangladesh committed during 

the War of Liberation 1971 

By Chris Blackburn 

Mr Chris Blackburn: I would like to thank Bikash and the European Bangladesh Forum (EBF) for 

inviting me to speak today with such distinguished guests and friends. Friends who have 

made justice and accountability for 1971 a central part of their lives. I thank you all.  

I’m the Communications Director of the Swiss Interstrategy Group, we are based in 

Zurich. Switzerland is like my second home. Geneva is a magnificent place for the world 

to come together to work through our problems to build a better future. It’s an 

international city. Hopefully it will be the city that helps the rest of the world to come to 

terms with the past in Bangladesh.  

I’m a great supporter of the United Nation’s family. The work the UN does transforms people’s lives on a 

daily basis. It’s been there to support humanity since its inception in 1945. The UN was formed while the 

globe was still fresh with cries of, ‘never again’. The UN was created in the shadow of the Holocaust. It 

was setup to prevent exactly what happened in Bangladesh during the Liberation War of 1971.    

Today, I want to highlight the many brave men and women of South Asia who help to provide security and 

shelter to people in danger around the world. The armed forces and police of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh 

put aside their differences to wear the blue helmets of the United Nations to help humanity together. As 

someone who studies South Asia, it fills me with immense pride.  

Bangladesh has many supporters around the world like the Former Secretary-General of the United Nations, 

Ban Ki-Moon, who fell in love with the spirit of the Bangladeshi nation and people. But Bangladesh’s 

foreign friends often shy away from the Genocide issue. It’s a shame.  

Bangladesh has often been referred to as, “the little engine that could”. A far cry from the horrible moniker 

that Henry Kissinger gave it in the 1970s- he called it ‘a basket case’. However, there are other countries 

in South Asia that are probably more fitting of the term today.  

In June this year, US Secretary of State, Anthony Blinken honoured the memory of Archer K. Blood, a US 

diplomat who stood up to Nixon and Kissinger in 1971 for not condemning the genocide in East Pakistan, 

now Bangladesh.  Blinken is a shrewd person. The creation of a conference hall in Blood’s name at the 

heart of the US State Department is a sign that the US wants to get back to being an unimpeachable force 

for human liberty and the rule of law. 5 Let’s face it foreign policy realism during the Cold War and the US 

led War on Terrorism led to many international ideals and standards going out of the window for short term 

gains. It’s something the US is trying to repair. Rightly so.  It’s also put the UN’s moral compass under 

scrutiny too.  

 
5 https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/06/24/henry-kissinger-archer-blood-state-department-
00041932 
 

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/06/24/henry-kissinger-archer-blood-state-department-00041932
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/06/24/henry-kissinger-archer-blood-state-department-00041932
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It has been a long road to justice for the victims of 1971. We should all be proud of Bangladesh and how 

far it has come. But there is still work to do. The United Nations knows there were mass rapes and a 

genocide in Bangladesh. They know because they sent emergency abortion teams to Bangladesh to deal 

with the aftermath.  

We want the United Nations to come clean about their assessments on what took place in 1971. We want 

them to publish their documents and make them accessible to the world public. If we want the UN to 

recognise the genocide, we should advise them that they should start right there. Look at the UN archives. 

Show the public the UN meetings and notes. How much did the abortion teams cost? Which countries 

helped to pay for them? We want to know.    

Today, I want to focus on 4 issues which we must look at while moving forward. The first, Attacks on 

Women, second Genocide Denial, third Attacks on Hindus and fourth Deliberate Attacks on Civilians. 

It’s important to be able to use highly focussed themes to help us raise awareness for victims. These features 

are very important to how Bangladesh processes the war crimes issues. 

There have been difficult moments. But we should all be proud of the work we have done. I remember long 

ago when a US think tank said nobody in Bangladesh wants war crimes tribunals apart from a handful of 

old communists with axes to grind against Jamaat-e-Islami. They were wrong. Bangladesh was right to 

delve back into its bloody past. Justice delayed is justice denied.   

Social history is important, as is justice. Historians and activists need to be able to keep history alive for 

future prosperity. Bangladesh has suffered mainly due to a lack of resources to keep the Spirit of Liberation 

alive.  That’s hopefully changed as Bangladesh are putting its neighbours to shame.  

Why is it important to recognise the genocide? 

In 2013, when the Shahbagh movement grew across the world. We knew that a new generation of 

Bangladeshis wanted justice and accountability. It wasn’t just a handful of leftists and communists settling 

old scores. Hundreds of thousands of men, women and children took to the streets asking for justice for 

their relatives and friends that had been directly affected by the horrendous actions of the Pakistani army 

and their proxies.   

Why is making Pakistan accountable important? It’s because Pakistan continues to flaunt international laws. 

The lack of accountability for the death squads they created and the systematic brutality of their armour and 

infantry has made it invincible from justice and accountability.  

Bangladeshis were the first major victims of Pakistan’s use of jihadi radicals. That dangerous trend, 

consolidated in 1971, has become a global horror story. Afghans, Sindhis, Kashmiris, and Balochis are all 

experiencing the same type of horrors as Bangladeshis did during 1971. 

We must learn from our mistakes too, so we can carry the torch to the next generation. If we rest on our 

laurels, we will find that future generations will also be suffering from the impunity that Pakistan currently 

enjoys. Afghans and Pakistani minorities are still suffering today. The United Nations has to become an 

avenue to fix that or be damned to irrelevance.  

How can we live in a world where people turn their eyes and ears away from crimes against humanity? It’s 

a dagger in the heart of the victims of 1971. Victims of Pakistan’s brutality continue to suffer because of a 

lack of accountability and justice. The perpetrators aren’t being punished for their behaviour. Pakistan is in 

a permanent state of chaos and instability. 
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“Let sleeping dogs lie” was one of the arguments I heard against Bangladesh’s war crime tribunals. In 2010, 

I was dismayed to see that Former US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton’s close aides ran cover for Jamaat. 

Whitewashing their history of crimes against humanity. Why? What has Pakistan or Jamaat done to deserve 

such impunity? Was it their help in delivering a blow to the USSR during Operation Cyclone? Was it 

because of their support for UN designated terrorist groups and nuclear proliferation? We can only guess. 

But it continues to frustrate the rest of the globe that believes in justice and fairness.  

Bangladeshi activists deserve great credit for pressurising Pakistan figures to acknowledge their brutality 

against their Muslim and Hindu brothers. Former Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan was the first main 

figure to argue for Pakistan to officially apologise for the genocide of 1971. However, over the years Imran 

“Taliban” Khan as he is now dubbed by the media. Has become something of a loose cannon. His recent 

comments about the Taliban freeing Afghans from the “shackles of slavery” has shown his true colours to 

the world. Pakistan is still trying to deny what took place in 1971. Why should we let them? We don’t let 

Serbs or, even Kosovan Albanians who were their targets, get away with crimes against humanity. 

Attacks on Women 

Birangona were systematically raped with numbers of up to 200-400,000 affected during the Liberation 

War. Aid agencies set up abortion centres to deal with unwanted pregnancies. Bina D’Costa and others 

have documented the abuses carried out by the Pakistani army and their auxiliaries. The International 

Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) and the United Nations combined to help perform late-term 

abortions in Bangladesh after the war ended. 

In an interview with researchers, Dr Geoffrey Davis of the IPPF said: 

“...Probably the numbers [200-400,000] are very conservative compared with what they did. The 

descriptions of how they captured towns were very interesting. They’d keep the infantry back and put 

artillery ahead and they would shell the hospitals and schools. And that caused absolute chaos in the town. 

And then the infantry would go in and begin to segregate the women. Apart from little children, all those 

who were sexually matured would be segregated. And then the women would be put in the compound under 

guard and made available to the troops...Some of the stories they told were appalling. Being raped again 

and again and again. A lot of them died in those [rape] camps. There was an air of disbelief about the 

whole thing. Nobody could credit that it really happened! But the evidence clearly showed that it did 

happen.”6  

There has been a major focus on the Birangona over the last few decades. Women Studies are a growing 

feature of western social sciences and law. A major benefit of this is that a new generation of women and 

human rights activists are concentrating on the horrific treatment of women during the liberation war.  Plays 

and documentaries have been focussing on the treatment of women. It’s a very important area of study.  

We need to highlight this important work.  

Genocide Denial 

Genocide denial is caustic. Especially when the evidence is overwhelming. Victims and perpetrators are 

denied the right to move on. It denies victims and their families from having much-needed closure. A nation 

cannot heal when justice is twisted and denied. Genocide denial from within the Muslim world, Bangladesh 

itself and aided by “mischievous historians” like Sarmila Bose helped to perpetrate genocide denial. Bose 

 
6 Anushay Hossain, Forbes Magazine, May 21, 2012, 1971 Rapes: Bangladesh Cannot Hide History (forbes.com) 
 

http://blogs.forbes.com/jessicahagy/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldviews/2012/05/21/1971-rapes-bangladesh-cannot-hide-history/
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was rewarded with a prestigious scholarship position at Oxford University because of her revisionism. Her 

dubious work on 1971 and calls for aiding the Pakistani military through US sales of F16s are her magnum 

opus. She was given a position she did not deserve. Oxford University should have been ashamed.  

Attacks on Hindus 

The liberation war was an attack on the weakest in Bangladeshi society. Senator Edward Kennedy wrote a 

report that was published by the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on November 1st, 1971. The 

report read: 

 "Hardest hit have been members of the Hindu community who have been robbed of their lands and shops, 

systematically slaughtered, and in some places, painted with yellow patches marked ‘H’. All of this has 

been officially sanctioned, ordered and implemented under martial law from Islamabad." 

Pakistan wanted Hindus out of Bangladesh. At the time, the Hindu community were under Pakistan’s 

protection. The brutal targeting was just as bad as any Nazi inspired or Balkan tragedy.  

Colonel Nadir Ali, a retired Pakistani Army officer became a renowned poet in Pakistan, he has stated that 

he was officially ordered by his superiors to, “Leave no Hindu alive”. Pakistan’s attack on Bangladeshi 

society was multifaceted. They went after intellectuals and those that wanted a plural society in East 

Pakistan.7 

A theme common for Islamists and dictators is the attack on a mysterious “fifth column”, usually this is 

manifest in powerless minorities. A common trick is to give these defenceless minorities a power they 

simply don’t possess. They become dehumanised, isolated, and threatened as a result. They become the 

cause of all a nation’s ills in the minds of those that want to remove them. This is when genocide and hate 

crimes become prevalent. Hindus in Bangladesh are still targeted due to this type of thinking. They are 

often called RAW or Indian agents by radical Islamists. Recent violence has shown that Pakistan inspired 

elements are still intent on creating chaos in Bangladesh8 

The recent violence during a Hindu festival was carried out to cause communal tensions. It was instigated 

by people who want Bangladesh to be more like Pakistan. These people are dangerous and pose a serious 

threat to community harmony and political stability in Bangladesh.  

Attacks on Civilians 

Operation Searchlight was the name for highly coordinated attacks on those that would have helped 

Bangladesh to thrive--- the civilian population. Pakistan’s attacks on civilian leaders and intellectuals were 

spiteful, evil, and calculated. They wanted to deny Bangladesh from having a chance. Those that were at 

the top of society were collectively punished. But they also slaughtered students in their dormitories. 

Teachers in their schools. People shopping, working, trying to survive daily life. Doctors and nurses were 

shelled in their hospitals and medical centres.  

Al-Badr and al-Shams created lists of people that the Pakistani military wanted to be removed. We know 

that convicted criminal Chowdhury Mueen-Uddin used his role as a journalist, to help death squad 

 
7 Probir Kumar Sarker, The Dhaka Tribune, October 25th 2021, How Hindus were targeted in 1971 | Dhaka 
Tribune 
8 Gloria Methri, RepublicWorld.com, November 24th 2021,  Bangladesh minister claims 'Pakistan's ISI strengthening 
terror roots in Dhaka' (republicworld.com) 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Probir%20Kumar%20Sarker
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2021/10/25/were-hindus-targeted-during-1971-liberation-war
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2021/10/25/were-hindus-targeted-during-1971-liberation-war
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/bangladesh-minister-claims-pakistans-isi-strengthening-terror-roots-in-dhaka.html
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/bangladesh-minister-claims-pakistans-isi-strengthening-terror-roots-in-dhaka.html
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organisers to compile lists of those who were deemed a threat to Pakistan. He informed on his associates 

and colleagues. He also went out with squads to pick up targets from their homes and places of work. 

 

Conclusion 

Why are people too scared to follow Archer K. Blood’s lead? Why are they scared to show the same bravery 

that Pakistani journalist Anthony Mascarenhas showed when he wrote GENOCIDE in capital letters on the 

frontpage of a British newspaper- The Telegraph?  

We can’t rest while people keep telling us to forget the past and just move on, the issue of recognition for 

the genocide of 1971 is important for global justice and accountability. Why are the perpetrators being 

protected? We know that this issue has been fought over and sabotaged.  

Pakistan needs to apologise. The United Nations needs to recognise what happened during 1971 if it wants 

to help heal history. If the US Secretary of State, Antony Blinken can recognise what happened in 1971. 

The UN should too.  

As activists we need to keep having meetings like these. We need to keep informing people about 1971.  

Bangladesh wants international recognition for the crimes against humanity.  It’s probably the most 

promising time to achieve that goal.  The United Nations like, the United States must also recognise the 

conflict as genocide, not just acknowledge the bravery of Archer K. Blood for standing up to the Nixon 

administration. Blood said it was a genocide. The UN should too.  

History of 1971 is also our future. Please do the right and just thing. Recognise the genocide of 1971.  

 

(This Paper is presented at the Side Event of EBF/BASUG on 3 October 2022 during the 51st Human Rights 

Council Session of the United Nations in Geneva, Switzerland) 

      ---- 
 

Title: ‘Eyewitness: Surviving Genocide, Seeking Justice and an End to Impunity’ 

by Prof Tazeen M Murshid 

PERSONAL ACCOUNT: OPERATION SEARCHLIGHT: I had just started university studies. Our class 

was involved in rehearsing for a department play for Fresher’s welcome when we heard that the 

Assembly session had been postponed, again. People became agitated, tense, 

fearful. This was the 25th of March.  

 [Some firebrand students had burnt the flag of Pakistan a few days earlier. 

Frustrated with the stalling nature of negotiations for the transfer of power to 

elected civilians, they were urging Sheikh Mujib to hoist the flag of an 

independent Bangladesh. He refrained. But he had, on the 7th of March, rallied 

the nation for a non-violent, non-cooperation movement in protest against the 

military’s cancellation of the first Assembly session due to be held on the 3rd  of March. In an electrifying 

speech, he had asked the nation, that had overwhelmingly elected him by giving his party 70.45 per cent 
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of the votes and 167 of the 169 seats, to be prepared for any eventuality. However, he stopped short of 

declaring unilateral independence.] 

 We had inexplicable forebodings. The rehearsal stopped and we all hurriedly returned to our separate 

homes. Our brothers took longer to return, they were checking for signs on the roads. Some people had 

started erecting roadblocks with trees, upturned vehicles and stones. An eerie silence had enveloped the 

streets. Even the birds had stopped calling.  

Our father, who had been instructed by colleagues to stay away from home for a while, had remained 

indoors that fateful night. As an advisor to Sheikh Mujib, he could be a likely target for vengeance. My 

mother, a directly elected Member of Parliament, was not so advised. As a woman, it was unthinkable 

that she could be harmed. 

That night as we slept, we were rudely awakened around midnight by the sounds of machine gun fire. The 

skies were lit with military tracer lights. Operation Searchlight had started. We lived in the Dhaka 

University Campus housing estate on Fuller Road, one of the first areas to be targeted by military action. 

From our windows we saw neighbours being taken away and shot. We saw fire coming from the slums 

alongside the Nilkhet railway line.  

We changed into our day clothes and waited for that fateful knock on the door. It did not come. Months 

later, we learnt why. According to the Army masterplan, our house was marked as located at the second 

gate to the right when entering Fuller Road from Nilkhet Road. But unbeknown to them, on the 22nd of 

March that gate had been sealed off because a young widow on the ground floor was afraid of the street 

agitation virtually on her doorstep. The second gate thus led to another building behind ours, where blood 

was spilt. We got a second chance, a borrowed life. 

When the curfew was lifted, my brother and father took a walk in the campus and saw the carnage with 

their own eyes: The University Teachers Club, Madhu’s Canteen, student hostels like Iqbal Hall and 

Jagannath Hall were riddled with bullet holes, the walls and floors were blood streaked. Rokeya Hall was 

set on fire and those trying to escape were shot. A hand or a body part protruded from the hastily dug 

mass graves in the campus grounds. The corridors were littered with student possessions: books, id cards, 

pictures. The students were all gone, massacred. They were not trained to take on a professional army! 

INTERNALLY DISPLACED 

It was clear that we could no longer stay where we were. We became internally displaced. We first found 

ourselves pushed from house to house in Dhaka, and then toward the villages and finally towards the 

border with India, driven by fear of reprisals among the extended family who provided us with shelter and 

by aerial strafing of the countryside.  

An exodus began. Reports were coming through of a rising resistance movement that every young person 

wanted to join. It gave us hope. We left our last sanctuary in our village home and headed for the 

unknown on April 14, 1971. It was a stormy night. The kalbaishakhi had struck with thunder and 

lightning. I woke up in a sweat, wanting to be inside my mother’s womb again, to feel safe, protected. We 

were going to stay the night at a boatman’s house next. But on the way by boat on the Teesta river, a 

student of my father recognized him and took us to the empty house of a relative near the Agartala border 

in Shingarbil.  We abandoned this place after a few days: we were falling ill due to lack of food and 

potable water; but primarily because our neighbours warned us that if the army came looking, they would 

inform on us. They were frightened. Our last act before we finally crossed the border into the unknown, 

was to take a handful of earth with us. 
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REFUGEE 

As witnesses to crimes against humanity, we saw numerous refugee camps in India along its borders with 

East Bengal. From across the border, we saw schools where barely clad young women were kept as 

comfort women. Sometimes they were paraded naked along the border to taunt the Bengali men and 

freedom fighters for their ineptitude. 

I became a volunteer to help the war effort in any way I could.  

[I taught primary age refugee children in Kalyani camps; for a while I joined a group of musicians from 

old music school, Chhayanaut, that went from training camp to camp to raise the morale of the Mukti 

Bahini freedom fighters. Next, with other young volunteers, I began indexing news reports on the war at 

Bangladesh Information Bank established at Netaji Bhavan, Kollkata. Simultaneously, I prepared news 

briefs and presented the English news on Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra.] 

[Interestingly, we also got news about the free zones from inside Bangladesh, sometimes through diaries 

that were smuggled out. I learnt that my mother had been sentenced in absentia with 14 years rigorous 

imprisonment and a shoot on sight order for offences of rape, arson and murder! She came to the 

limelight when she addressed both the houses of the Indian Parliament on the situation in Bangladesh.] 

STARK REALITY HITS AFTER INDEPENDENCE 

After independence, I met many of the young comfort women who were pregnant and in the care of the 

Ministry of Social Welfare or in the homes run by Mother Theresa. They looked vacant. Some convinced 

themselves that they had been married. Others just looked away. 

Several of our close friends, relatives and teachers had been killed, or were missing. Those youths who 

had been recruited into the auxiliary forces of the Pakistan Army, such as the Razakaars and  Al-Badr, 

went into hiding. 

The real horrors of the war began to come to light: of reckless and indiscriminate killing of old and 

young, men and women, children and infants; of barbaric rape and murder of pre-pubescent girls, the 

elimination of women forcibly impregnated; of villages and slums being burned and razed to the ground; 

of death squads searching for students and political activists; of professors and journalists being picked up 

from their homes; and auxiliary forces doing the bidding of the military command, including procuring 

women for them, no matter how they were treated.  

FACT SHEET 

The destruction of human capital in East Pakistan, which had a very small middle class at the time is 

incalculable. The figures oft quoted include: 

 10 million refugees,  

30-40 million internally displaced,  

3 million killed,  

942 killing fields with skulls and bones of 1000 to 10000 in each,  

between 200000 to 400000 women raped,  

170000 abortions among raped women 
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5000 war babies given up for adoption 

30000 suicides among raped women 

1100 intellectuals, professors, journalists, writers, lawyers and physicians killed 

WEST PAKISTAN’s WAR OBJECTIVES 

The West Pakistan military sought to destroy Bengalis, their political leadership, the intellectual and 

professional middle classes who were the backbone of society, and students, who are the future torch 

bearers of their heritage. It sought to annihilate the Hindu population, and work with loyalists willing to 

do its bidding. They thus unleashed their ‘kill and burn’ strategy on the population at large, while 

recruiting allies from extremist religious groups, Bihari minorities and other loyalists.  

By targeting the political party, the Awami League, and its supporters, the army eyed 70.45 % of the 

population that had voted for that party, i.e, the majority of the population of East Pakistan, considering 

that the AL had a landslide victory in a massive voter turnout, and won 167 out of 169 seats allocated to 

East Pakistan.  

The educated section of the population constituted a small fraction of the total at the time. By targeting 

them, the professors, teachers, students and professionals like doctors, lawyers and physicians for 

elimination, the Generals sought to destroy that entire middle class. The rest of the population would then 

be virtually enslaved for menial work, who would be managed by staff and personnel brought in from 

West Pakistan, a process that had already begun in 1971, because Bengali staff could not be found. 

IMPUNITY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES: 

The rape of Bangladesh was accompanied by impunity. Impunity of the auxiliary forces, impunity of the 

military on the ground, impunity of the military high command. And at the apex of the ladder were 

Pakistan’s international patrons. International norms of conduct and accountability were flouted at every 

stage. Impunity went hand in hand with the arrogance of power. For Bangladesh, this has had devastating 

consequences: continuation of an ideology conflict, ongoing political assassinations, coups, countercoups, 

and rising terrorism. The death squads of 1971 have taken new forms.  

Pakistan lost an opportunity to set its house in order and return the army to the barracks where it belongs 

in a democracy. Instead, it continues to create and train terrorist cadres in Afghanistan and elsewhere as it 

did in East Pakistan with the continued backing or at least, non-chalance  of its foreign patrons. 

GENOCIDE 

In the popular imagination of Bengalis, a ganohatya has taken place, meaning multiple massacres in a 

pre-planned, pre-meditated way on the basis of a master plan, intended to tame and subdue the Bengali 

population. That there was intent to kill Bengalis is evident from the actions of the army, the orders of 

General NIazi to his troops: ‘This is enemy territory, take what you like’, or questions asked to soldiers 

like, ‘How many Bengalis/ or HIndus have you killed today?’ The Hamoodur Rahman Commission, 

while down playing the serious nature of Pakistan’s actions, nevertheless admits to atrocities and 

unlawful killings. Ten million Bengalis would not have fled to refugee camps in India, where a tenth of 

them had died, if they had felt safe at home.  

It is immaterial how many exactly were intentionally killed, maimed, tortured, brutalized in the terrible 

war that was unleashed. What is material is that the nature of the crimes be clearly recorded and 

acknowledged by all parties to the conflict and most certainly by the perpetrators. It must be recognized 
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that heinous, inhuman crimes were perpetrated on an unarmed, sleeping population by its own 

government. While fraudulently negotiating the transfer of power to elected representatives, it gained 

time to amass weapons and bring in thousands of military personnel to pursue a final solution. The point 

of no return was reached when the massacres began. And while the press, locally stationed diplomats and 

the international community were fully cognizant of the unfolding genocide, the international community 

is yet to publicly acknowledge that fact. 

JUSTICE, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CLOSURE 

After fifty years of the Genocide and the War of Liberation, the people have only received partial closure 

from the trials of some of the Bangladeshi war criminals since 2010. The culpability of the military led 

Pakistan government is yet to be acknowledged by the international community despite overwhelming 

proof. We seek justice for our martyrs and demand that the perpetrators take responsibility for their 

actions in the cause of a peaceful future for us and the world. It is our legal right as members of the world 

community. It is our moral right as human beings. Kissinger offered the war criminals a lifeline, by 

suggesting that though the army committed excesses they had the right to restore internal order. However, 

crimes against humanity have no national borders. Nor do actions the consequences of which are 

genocidal.  

It has been argued that intent to destroy a particular group constitutes genocide, by which count the 

genocide of Hindus can be proven, but not of the larger Bengali Muslim population. However, the term 

‘intent’ is a subjective term that is hard to define, but actions demonstrate intent vividly. From the 

persistent nature of the violations, the cruel and degrading treatment of victims, of arbitrary killings and 

massacres of people without following due process, the destruction of entire villages and the rape of 

hundreds and thousands of women and children, suggest the intention was genocidal, and the 

consequences genocidal. But that is a task for lawyers and jurists.  

From a moral perspective, I see the sheer magnitude of the attempt to change the beliefs and way of life 

of Bengalis to be genocidal. For Bengalis were considered inferior, referred to as ‘chickens ‘, or monkeys 

and so, not fit to rule. They faced discriminatory treatment in the share of jobs and access to resources for 

decades and chose to protest. They faced genocide. Acknowledgement of war crimes, crimes against 

humanity and of genocide is the moral right of the victims. To forget this barbarity is to permit the 

recurrence of such acts.  

CONCLUSION: WHAT CAN BANGLADESH DO? 

Given the history of obstacles Bangladesh has faced in obtaining justice, and acknowledgement, what can 

and should Bangladesh do?  It can try the Pakistani war criminals in Bangladesh in absentia, or even 

posthumously, with or without Pakistan’s cooperation. In return for the release of Prisoners of War by 

clemency on humanitarian grounds, Bhutto had promised to try them in Pakistan. That never happened. 

Bangladesh should therefore reclaim the right to try them in Bangladesh to get closure. 

If an international tribunal is not possible, there could be a public trial in a People’s Court, even if no 

verdict can be carried out. The aim would be to document both individual and collective crimes, to debate 

them and pass sentences in order to provide a moral victory and closure. Or it could take the form of a 

Truth Commission. The evidence so gathered should be disseminated widely and at every opportunity. 

The demand for international recognition should never stop. 
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